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ABSTRACT
The language patterns of 10 mothers, each with a

child between 18 and 26 months of age, was evaluated to determine
differences in speech style when talking to a child in either the
language learning stage or older. The study provided two 5-minute
situations, a play situation and a storytelling situation, in which
the mother's speech to her children was viewed. In geAeral, mothers
produced speech that was slow, with pauses located always, and only,
at sentence boundaries when they talked with their younger children.
They used a skaller vocabulary range and often repeated what they had
said, with and without variation. Mothers seldom made linguistically
meaningless repetitions or interjections, and they seldom produced
broken sentences in talking with their younger children. The mothers'
sentences fell into two major patterns -one built on the imperative
sentence and the other including variations and permutations of a
"be" sentence with "that ", "it", ".here ", or "here." Mothers
also used more single-word responses and gramatically incomplete
responses in talking with their younger children. (Author/DB)
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Abstract

This paper attempts to identify the speech style that is used by mothers
as they talk with their young children awl, in some cases, to contrast that
style with th,. speech mothers address to older children and to adults. Speech
style is described in terms of the temporal patterning, the fluency, ap,,, the
content of the speech. In addition, the mothers' sentence patterns arc de-
scribed.

In general, mothers produced speech that was slow, with pauses located
always, and only, at sentence boundaries when they talked with their
younger children. They used a sm111 vocabulary range and often repeated
what the,: had said, with and without variation. Mothers seldom made
linguistically meaningless rcoetitions or interjections, and they seldom pro-
duced broken senterces in talking with their younger children.

Mothers' sentences fall into two major patterns one is built on the impera-
tive sentence. The other sentence pattern includes variations and permuta-
tions of a "be" sentence with that, this, it, there, or here. Mothers also used

n-nonses and grammatically incomplete responses in talking
with their younger children.
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Introduction

In recent Years a great deal of attention has been focused on the patterns
Of language that emerge in the young child. This current interest seems to
be related to a new concept of what it is that the liniguage-ieveloping child
must learn. The revolution in grammatical description sparked by Chomskv
cast the language-learning task in a *RAY and more complex mold The more
that is known about what it is the child must acquire, the more complex
his task appears to be. Utimately, the child must learn the language prac-
tices of his linguistic cmninunity, and so one approach to language acquisi-
tion has been to concentrate on the terminal behavior, linguistic eon -
petence of mature speakers of the language. Efforts to provide a compre-
hensive and formal account of adult language are, therefore, highly relevant
to the task of describing "nguistic development.

Another approach has been to study the earliest uttetonces of children.
To a large extent, attempts to write early grammars have been distribu-
tional in nature and have not probed deeply for underlying rules or struc-
tures. More recently, researchers have looked for evidence of linguistic
competence in even these initial utterances and have attempted to draw
lines between the child's first grammars and his later development.

Clearly, the skills children must eventually acquire are represented in
adult linguistic competence. It is not at all evident, however, just how
children extract crucial linguistic information from the adults around them.
Every theory of language acquisition acknowledges that the' child must have
linguistic input, but the role ascribed to that input varies from one theory
to another. Residing within these differences are fundamental questions
concetning the extent to which the environment plays an active role in
guiding the child tf. 'ugh his early language development. To some it has
s:aatied that the speech the child hears is too chaotic, too fractured for him
to acquire anything but the cinch ;t sense of the intricate structure of lan-
guage The primary source ;f linguistic information, it is argued, must he
locked into the child's innate capabilities rather than environmental experi-
ence.

Children might very well h we a difficult time extracting underlying regu-
larities from normal discourse between adults. However, adults make con-
spicuous stylistic changes when they talk to children (or, for that matter, to
pets ). This knowledge is well represented in the repertoires of cartoonists
and comics. It suggests that the language addressed to children differs in
pertinent ways from the language children overhear.

There are few studies of the speech addressed directly to children and
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little is known about the structure of this linguistic input. B.own and his
colleagues were primarily interested in recording the emerging speech of
three yOung children, but in the process of collecting these data, they also
kept records of speech samples addressed to the child. Brown and Bellugi
( 1964) observed that the speed- of mothers is short, simple, and consists
primarily of grammatical sentences. Brown also observed that a mother
sometimes expands the telegraphic utterances of the child into the nearest
grammatically complete form of the child's utterance, using situational cues
to help her interpret his intent. Brown observed a neat c Jordance between
child and adult speech patterns in these early months of speech development.
The child tends to use reduced or telegraphic utterances, marked by the
omission certain grammatical forms (for example, functors). Mothers, on
the other hand, will sometimes take the telegraphic utterances of children
as a basis for grammatical expansion, and will enlarge on the children's
remarks, primarily by inserting the very forms children tend to delete. The
significance of these adult expansions for language learning is not known.
Atempts by Cazden (1965) and Feldman' to enhance language develop-
ment through a systematic program of expansion failed to demonstrate its
usefulness as a language- teaching device.

Speech address,?d to children may differ from adult discourse along a
number of dimensions, including the content of the message, its place in
time, and its grammatical configuration. The form of parental speech in a
physical-acoustical sense is also of interest. Speech among adults is rapid
( 120 to 180 words per minute), with frequent broken sentences, and with
pauses that are unrelated to grammatical structure (Maclay and Osgood,
1967; Coldman-Eisler, 1968). Speech in this form would certainly pose
enormous problems for the young child who presumably comes to the task
of language acquisition with no knowledge of what he is to learn. He doesn't
know which acoustic patterns represent words, which are sentences, and
which patterns present "false:" or irrelevant information about the structure
of the language he is to learn. The child may have innate linguistic skills,
but he must still discover the linguistic forms that are peculiar to his own
language, and the inbrmation for this analysis must somehow be embedded
in the speech he hears.

Though adults don't optimally mark 1.nguistic structures in speech ad-
dressed to other adults, their spe,s.ch to children may be different. My investi-
gation stems from the premise that in order to understand child language
development, it is important to have a full account of the linguistic environ-
ment in which children are raised. To explore this linguistic environment,
we must examine the interactions that occur between mother and child. The
form of this parental stimulation cannot be inferred from the study of adult-
adult conversation; it must be studied directly within the special interper-
sonal space generated by the child and his parents.

I Personal communication on effects of various types of adult response in s: 'tactic acquisi-
tion of two to three year clcis.

2 ASHA Monographs No. 17 1972
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The design of this study provided two five-minute situations in which to
view the speech of a mother to her children, a play situation, and a story-
telling situation. The mother's speech was sampled in conversation with an
adult, and with two of her own children, a young, language-learning child
and an older, linguistically m,,re proficient child.

This paper is divided into three chapters. Chapter I deals with three broad,
descriptive measures of the mother's verbal behavior: rate of speech, rate
of disfluencv, and diversity of vocabulary. The sp,..ech mothers address to
1,eir younger children, their older children, and to an adult is compared

along these dimensions.
The second chapter deals with the problem of identifying sentences within

the speech of the mothers. This section includes a pause analysis of a sample
of speech to the children and the adult. Listener judgments of the location
of sentence boundaries were also obtained for this sample.

In the third chapter the sentences used by the mothers with their younger
children in the play situation are discussed :n terms of sentence patterns,
the occurrence of sequentially related sentences in the mothers' speech, and
the similarity of sentences produced by different mothers.

BROEN: Verbal Environment 3



Chapter I

DESCRIPTIVE MEASURES OF MOTHERS'
SPEECH: NVORD RATE, DISFLUENCIES,

AND VOCABULARY DIVERSITY

Word Rate

Brown (1964) characterized the sentences used by mothers as short and
grammatically complete. Phillips (1970) found that mothers took longer
and were more fluent when reading particular sentences in a story to young
children than when reading the same sentences to an adult. Nlaclav and
Osgood ( 1967) found that adult speech rates varied from 122 to 181 words
per minute in relatively long utterances. Goldman-Eisler (1968) reported
consistent individual differences in adult word rate. Sh- also found that the
rate of speech used by a speaker had no systematic effect on the speech
rate of his partner.

The speech rate measure used in this experiment is words per minute,
computed across each five-minute segment. This measure may be interpreted
as reflecting the amount of speech the child hears and must process within
any given time spah. The younger children in this study were linguistically
immature. From their perspecti% e, slower rates of adult speech might make
the language-processing task easier by reducing the quanta), of speech to
be handled.

Disfluencies

Disfluencies Include the linguistically irrelevant repetition or interjection
of sounds, words, or phrases. Broken and retraced sentences are also con-
sidered disfluencies. Macias and Osgood (1967) reported disfluency rates
ranging from 3 to 101 of words uttered in conversational speech. Broen and
Siegel ( in press) found similar rates in normal adult speakers.

Disfluencies provide neither semantic nor syntactic information; as a
matter of fact. disfluencies present the chili with "false" information. huge-
vat tt sounds or words occur somewhat unpredictably. Broken sentences pro-
vide the ch ;hl with incomplete information. Pauses appear that are not
related to sentence boundaries. Intuitively, therefore, it would seem that
disfluent speech should be hat-I for the young child to process and we might
expect that speech addressed to young children would be relatively free of
disfiuency.

4



Type-Token Ratio (TTR)

TTR is computed as a ratio of the number of different words (types) to
the total number of words ( tokens) in a given sample. Because of the struc-
ture of language, the ratio tends to vary inversely with the size of the
sample: the larger the token, the smaller the TTR. For this reason, unless
a correction procedure is used, only samples of the same size can be com-
pared meanit.gfully.

Johnson (1944) first proposed the TTR as a measure of the speaker's
flexibility or variability in vocabulary usage. Under Johnson's direction,
Fairbanks (1944) found that schizophrenic patients systematically used
lower TTlis than did college freshmen.

Siegel ( 1967) found that adults characteristically use lower TTRs when
talking with low verbal rather than high verbal institutionalized retarded
children. This research with retarded children suggests that the TTR used
by an individual is, at least in part, a function of his listener. The assump-
tion in these studies with retardates was that the controlling variable was
the verbal rather than the intellectual level of the children. These factors
are difficult to isolate however, since in retarded populations, low verbal
level tends to be systematically related to severe retardation. Intelligence
and verbal level were thus probably confounded.

Longhurst (1971) studied the TTR level of e-,11ege students in a communi-
cation tisk made difficult by the introduction of a distortion in the transmis-
sion line between speaker and listener. Adult speakers were asked to
describe a set of nonsense drawings. When the transmission line was clear,
listeners had no difficulty identifying the drawings. When the distortion was
introduced, however, listeners made only 50% correct identifications, and
the speakers responded by lowering their TTR in an apparent effort to
simplify the listener's task. This appears to be consistent with the lower
TTRs adults use with low verbal level retarded children, and suggests that
the lower TTR may represent an attempt to facilitate communication.

This experiment focuses on the relationship between the TTR used by
mothers and the age of the individual to whom the mother is speaking.
Again, such factors as intellectual and verbal skills are confounded with age.
There is no %vas' to disentangle these factors; for this study, there is really
no need to. We are interested in the linguistic environment of the language-
learning child and how that environment changes as the age of the child
increases. Age, verbal skills, and intellectual skills vary together in the
normal child.

Summary of Measures

In this chapter. three questions will be asked about the speech addressed
by the mother to her younger child, to her older child, and to an adult.
1. How does the mother's rate of speech vary with the age of her speaking

partner?

BROEN Verbal Environment 5



2. How does the rate of disfluencv exhibited in the mother's speech vary
with the age of her speaking partner?

3. How does the mother's type-token ratio vary with the age of her speak-
ing partner?

METHOD

Subjects

Ten mothers participated in this study with their own children. The
mothers were not selected from any one source. In general they were friends
or, more often, friends of friends of mine. (I knew only four of the 10
mothers personally before the study began.) The mothers tended to have
a bitter than average education. Eight had at least some college and two
had master's degrees. The mothers ranged in age from 25 to 41 years, with
a mean of 30.3 years.

Each mother had one child between 18 and 26 months of age and one
child over 45 months of age. The age of the younger child was considered
an important factor in selecting mothers because children's linguistic skills
change rapidly during their second year. The mean age of the younger
children was 21 months.

Children continue to progress in their grammatical development through-
out childhood, but the changes are more subtle (Chomsky, 1969; Kessel,
1)70). For this reason, and because the children in natural families are not
always spaced for the researcher's convenience, the age of the older child
was allowed to vary through a rather wide range. Older children ranged in
age from 45 to 94 months, with a mean of 60 months. Five of the older chil-
dren were between 45 and 47 months.

The sex of the children was not controlled, but a relatively balanced
sample was obtained, nevertheless. There were two instances where the two
children in a family were of the .same sex: one pair of boys and one pair of
girls. In five of the eight remaining pairs of children, the older child was a
girl and in three pairs the older child was a boy.

For a mother-child group to be ',cluded, the older child was required to
score not more than 0.5 standard deviations below the mean on three language-
related tests: the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, and the auditory association
and grammatic closure subtests of the Illinois Test of Psvcholinguistic Abilities.
These tests 'were included as a check on the mother as a language teacher. If
changes in the form of the mother's speech are related to the ease with which
children learn, mothers of children who pass this requirement should constitute
au optimum sample for observing the changes. Two mother-child groups were
excluded 'because the older children failed this criterion. The remaining chil-
dren all scored above the mean on all the tests. Subject characteristics including
ages and test scons are reported in Appendix 1.

6 ASHA Monographs No. 17 1972



Experimental Facility

This study was conducted in a three-room experimental suite. One room
contained a child-sized table and two chairs. Two microphones were sus-
pended from the. ceiling: one associated with the recording equipment, and
one a part of the communication system between the control and the experi-
mental rooms.

Throughout the experiment the same three toys were on the table: a doll, a
small auto transport, and a child's purse containing either a toy pipe or a small
wooden doll. A book of sequential story-pictures was also on the table. During
the first session the pictures came from My Donkey Benjamin, by Hans Limmer;
during the second session they came from The Boy with the Drum, by David
Harrison and Eloise Wilkins.

The sessions were tape-recorded ( Magnacord, 1022) and observed from an
adjacent control room. I was able to communicate with the subject from the
control room.

The second experimental room contained an assortment of toys and a small
table and ,.hairs. Testing was done in this room, and all of the children played
here when they were not participating in the session.

Procedure

Each mother brought her two children to the experimental facility on two
separate days. The complete procedure was carried out on both days, but
only the second session was used in the analysis of the data. The first day
allowed the mother and children to become familiar with the setting.

After arriving, the two children were settled in the playroom with a graduate
student. The mother was seated in the other experimental room and asked to
complete some initial forms. After this, the mother was given instructions simi-
lar to these.

I want you to tell each of your children a story from the pictures in this book.
You may tell any story you like and the story need not be the same for the two
children.

Ill bring the children in one at a time. There will he a little time before you are to
begin the story. You and your child can play with the toys during that time if you
like. I'll tell you when to begin the story.

The first child was brought to the mother. After five minutes the mother was
asked to begin the story. At the end of the next five minutes I exchanged chil-
dren and the procedure was repeated. Half of the subjects saw their younger
children first and half saw their older children first. After the second child had
heard the story, I brought that child to the playroom and returned to talk with
the mother for five minutes. Some children were quite upset at leaving
their mothers. These children sometime* remained in the room while the mother

BnoEN: Verbal Environment 7



and I talked. The children seemed content to play on the floor and seldom be-
came involved in the conversation. The mother and I talked about the children
and about mutual friends or topics that seemed of interest to the mother.

The older child was tested while the younger child and the mother were
participating in the study. Several speech pathology graduate students tested
the older children and entertained the younger children.

Transcriptions

The various analyses used in this study were derived from tape recordings
and typed transcriptions. A specially trained typist transcribed all of the ses-
sions from the recordings, using essentially the same instructions included in
Schiefelbusch ( 1963). The transcriptions provided a record of the words
spoken during the sessions; unintelligible portions were deleted.

RESULTS

Three measures were obtained from the speech produced by mothers during
the experimental session: rate of speech ( words per minute), diversity of vo-
cabulary ( TTR ), and the word-to-word flow (disfluencies per 100 words ).

Within this study a word was considered to be a unique orthographic unit.
Two major exceptions to this were contractions and compound words. Con-
tractions were considered as two (or more) words. For example, don't and
gonna were considered as two words; don'teha was considered as three words.
Compound words used as single words were considered as one word; for ex-
ample. good-bye was considered as one word. Criteria for counting words are
similar to those Schiefelbusch (1963) reported.

Reliability

Words were counted from the typed protocols. In establishing reliability, an-
other individual counted words for 10 five-minute segments from the tape-
recorded samples of speech. The interscorer reliability was 0.99.

Disfluencies were counted from the tape-recorded samples of speech. A
second individual recounted 10 five-minute samples of speech, and the inter-
scorer reliability was 0.98.

TTR was calculated from the typed protocol. The scorer first listened to the
tape-recorded sample to determine the word accuracy of the typed protocol.
The 1TI1 was then calculated separately and averaged for the second and third
100 words in each of thi. five-minute speech segments. Where there were fewer
than 300 words, the listener calculated the TTR on the last and the next to the
last 100 words. The second scorer used the same procedure tb calculate the
type-token ratio for 10 100-word samples. The interscorer reliability was 0.98.

tS ASIIA Monographs No. 17 1972



Statistical Analysis

The data obtained for each measure were subjected to a three-factor aialysis
with repeated measures ( Viner, 1982. pp. :303-307 ). These data are reported in
Tables 2. 4. and 6. The order in which the children were seen was never signifi-
cant and is disregarded in the rest of the paper.

Rate of Speech

The number of words spoken by the mother during each five-minute segment
was divided by five. This measure reflects the total amount of speech that fell
upon the child's ears during the session. It does not reflect fine changes in
articulatory rate. Words per minute is affected by the amount of speech gen-
erated by the speaking partner and the amount of pause time that occurs in
the session.

As seen in Table 1, mothers averaged 69.2 words per minute in free play
with the younger children and 86.2 words per minute in play with the older
children. In the storytelling situation the mothers spoke faster. They averaged
115.1 words per minute with the younger children and 127.5 words per minute
with the older children. These data are presented graphically in Figure 1.

TABLE I. Mean words per minute used by mothers with their younger children (Y), their
older children (0), and in conversation with an adult (A).

_

Listener
Situation Y 0 A

Free play 69.2 Sti.2
Storytelling 115.1 127.5
Conversation 132.4

Mean 92.2 106.9

140

120

100

80

60

_L__
Free Story Adult
Ploy Telling Conversation

a0.0
0.

A

Adult
Older ChM
Younger CAI/O

FIGVIIE 1. Mean words per minute used
by mothers with their younger children,
their older children, and in conversation with
an adult.

BABES: Verbal Environment 9



A comparison of the mothers' performances with the older and younger chil-
dren Yielded a significant F value of 13.80 (see Table 2). The difference be-
tween the storytelling and the play situations yielded a significant F value of
98.44. All interaction F values were less than one.

TABLE 2. Summary table for the number of words per minute used by mothers talking
with their older children and their younger children in a spontaneous play task and a
storytelling task.

Source of Variation df Mean Square

Between subjects
A (order) 1 691 <1
Subjects within group 8 1,980

(Error a)
Within subjects

B ( age) 1 2,188 13.80
AB 1 5 <1
B x subjects within

group ( Error b)
8 157

C ( task ) 1 19,022 98.44
AC 1 75 <1
C x subjects within

group ( Error c )
8 193

BC 1 55 <1
ABC 1 70
BC x subjects within

group ( EMT bc)
8 421 <1

Total 39

Fosio (1,8) = 11.3

Mothers used more words per minute in talking with their older children than
with their younger children, and more words per minute in the storytelling
situation than in the play situation.

Though the situations are not completely comparable, the mothers' speech
in free play with the older children was compared to their speech in conversa-
tion with the adult. Both of these situations were generally conversational and
both lacked the structure imposed by the storytelling task. The mothers aver-
aged approximately 132 words per minute with the adult and 80 words per
minute with the older children. This difference was analyzed by a t test for re-
lated mea.sures and Yielded a significant t score of 9.42.

Disfluencies per 100 Words

A disfluencv was any break in the word-to-word flow of speech that was not
linguistically meaningful. Included as disfluencies were repeated or interjected
sounds, words, or phrases, as well as broken sentences. Mothers averaged 0.58
disfluencies per 100 words in the play situation with the younger children and

10 ASHA Monographs No. 17 1972



1.61 disfluencies with the older children (Table 3). In tilling the story, mothers
averaged 0.66 disfluencies per 1(X) words with the younger children and 0.77
disfluencies per 1(X) words with the older children. These data are reported
graphically in Figure 2.

TAnts.3. Mean disfluencies per 100 words for mothers talking with their younger children
t 1'). their older children ( 0). and in conversation with an adult ( A ).

6

5

4

3

2

I [-

0

.

Listener
Situation 0
Free play 0.54 1.61
Storytelling 0.60 0.77
Conversation 4.70

Mean 0.62 1.19

Adult
O.° 010er Crold
000 Youngs' Cmo A

Free Story Adult
Play Telling Conversation

MI

notliE 2. Mean disfluencies per 100
words for mothers talking ssith their young-
er and older children and in conversation
with an adult.

A ounparison of mothers' disfluencv rate with the older and younger children
yielded a significant I's value of 13.25 (Table 4 ). The age-by-task interaction was
also significant and yielded an F value of 7.18. The mothers' rate of disfluency
was higher with the older children than with the younger children in the play
situation. but not in the storytelling situation. These results are pre,vnted
graphically in Figure 2.

A comparison of the mothers' rate of disfluencv in conversation with the adult
and in play with their older children yielded a significant t score of 7.02.
Mothers averaged 4.7 disfluencies per 100 words in conversation with the adult
and 1.61 disfluencies per 100 words in conversation with the older children,
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1 1111.1: I. S11111111.11 tidoir Itor thsfitaticis Pr 1(H) %voids for mothers talking with older
and hildr in d spontant.tms play task and a storytelling task.

Snort f. iii Variation df 11,an Squaw F

ltrikki.,11,11bp.4.1,
.% limier I
S1111131+ t1, ithin grouptI Error it)

Within "1111111%
13 . age.
Ali

I

1

1

0.7.3

:1.25
0.10

< I

11.25'
< 1

II % %1111ivit% %% Ohm 6 0.:.10
Crimp ( Erna I))

(: i t.ok ) 1 1.45 5.92f
.V: 1 0.05 <I
(: x stIbittt. xsitin

group ( Error (..)
8 0.24.5

14( : ,. 2.11 7.18f
%PC 1 0.59 2.11
19: x sitbitt.ts is 'thin

grotip t Error ht. I
8 0.28

To1.11 :39

1.5
I/. to t 1,81 = 5..12

Type-Token Bath; (rill)

The token size ill the current sin %as 1(X) words. 11'ords that differed in
dictilmar spelling %cert. considered to be different tVIR'S.

AS Well in Table 3. the m'crageTT11 used by 1111 'tilers Yas 0.33 in play with
the Younger children and 0.61 in play with the older children. In the story-
tilling situation. TTII aeragyd 0.4 with the younger children and 0.3S with
the older children. These data 3I'e presented graphically in Figure :1.

A comparison of flit. motlicrs' perform:owl. %%t,' flu, younger and older chil-
dren s ieldtl a siv,iiiiiant 1.* -17M. The task comparison yielded a non -
signifiant F vallic of :3.74. All of the interaction F salues were less than one

.1.:11/11' (1).

Mothers used a significantly higher 1-111 \vitt' their older children than with
their younger children. The speaking task in which they were engaged did not
seem to allect V1pcalmilitry diversity.

%it! i 5 l :I ft)r the stund and third HA) tt. urtis spoken by mothers to their
yifiltigrr .1:.. ultlrr thihirt 11 0) MA ti) 311 .131111I A in conversation.

I.t.tener
0 A

Frt Ph!. 0.5.1 0.61
St(tryt.1111.4 0.49 (1.58
C,1111.rrNistli 0,05

Iran 0.51 0.fi0
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A -Ye,

*alb ob. .5 'I

Flount: 3. %lean 1711 fur the second ando third 1:10 wurds spoken by inutlit-s to their
young& r children, their older children, and :0
an Atilt 111 C4IIVMd111.

,

.

Free Sf,..gy Adu(t
Play Tel brig Conversat,on

P. Summara table for type-token ratios 11,411 v mothers the second and third
WO words spoken to their younger children and to their older childtel in a spontaneous play
task and in a story telling task.

Sourct 'of Variation
--

Between subjects

df Mean Square V

A (order ) 1 0.0000S <I
Subjects %%Alan group 8 0.00498

( Error a)
Within subjects

B ( age) 1 0.07900 17.99
A.9 1 0.00083 < 1
11 x subjects within

grOtip ( Error 1))
(4 Oallfiti -

C I task ) 1 0.010.10 3.74
AC 1 0.00028 < 1
C x subjects within

group ; Error v)
ti 0.00278

BC 1 0.0001.1 <1
ABC 1 0.00120 <1
BC x subjects within

gtutip ( Error he)
8 0.00127

Total 39

F099 k 1.81 = 11.3

ompakon r the 1711 used l)v mothers in speaking sith an adult with
the 1-1.11 used IA. mothers ill play with their older children vivided a significant
t ore of 3.36. Nlothers' Tilts averaged 0.65 in speech to an adult and 0.61 in
speech to an older child.

Individual dlta for wrd-; per minute. dislluencies per 100 words. and 1111
can he found in Appendix 1.
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D1sCVSSIOS
Rai- of mother's speech is a fuoction of a number of factors, incIudinA the

amount of speech generated by the speaking partner, the rate of artieulatioa,
the amount of time spent in pausing. as well as the number of words used.

Conversation with an adult generated the most rapid speech ra0, despite the
fact that this situation involved another adult who was also speaking. In play,
especially with the younger child, there was a sense of converiation even
though the child didn't talk. The mother %void(' say something and then appear

wait for the child to respond. The re spunse might be motor or verbal.
The re spew ses of the younger children were seldom more than a word. In
speaking ti) the childien, especially to th:, younger ones, the mothers used long,
strategically located pauses. Chapter II deals with a description f the pause
pattern and its relationship to the sentences within the mothers' speech.

rom this study there is no way to measure possib'e changes in articulation
rate, but there is some indication from the perfoimance ec mothers in the
Phillips ( 1970) study that changes in iertieulaiion rate may indeed accompany
changes in overall sper,h rate.

Speech presented At a slow rate allows the child inure time to process words
and sentence's. Adults can tolerate, and may even prefer, rapid rates of speech.
The very Young child, on the other hand, is a foreigner. lie does nut Yet know
the language, and a slower rate of speech may be useful to him. Even the
older children in this study may benefit from a slowei rate since, though they
are already reasonably competent. there is good indication they still have lan-
guage learning ahead (Choniskr, 1C./6); Kessel, 1970).

Rate of disfluency also reflects a physical parameter of the speech signal.
Disflue tick's are. in a sense, "false" information about the structure of language.
Though they Inas. have some social functions. nooliuguistic repetitions and in-
terjections of sounds, words, or phrases are not a part of the liugui!itic code the
child must acquire. For example. in conversation many adults interject the
phrase -Yon know" between %anions elements of the sentence. "We went down-
town. You know, ad hunght a coat.") The "you know" carries neiiher linguistic
nor substantive information. and would appear to be distracting to a Ramer
unfamiliar with the language. Significantly, mothens never used this phrase with
the Younger thild, although it was common in the speech to the adult.

Broken and retraced seoteuces constitute another category of disfluencv.
Clionisks ( 1967 ) and others comment on the difficulty children must experience
in learnim4 syntax when so much of the speech they hear contains numenms
examples of broken sentences, retraced sentence's, and sentence fragments. The
speech of the mothers to me did indee'd contain these kinds of structure's, but
the speech directed to the children did not. At least in these sample's, the chil-
dren did not have to cope with fragmented speech.

This raises an interesting question. Dears the child respond selectively to
via-loos kiwis of speech? Phillips 1970) demonstrated that speech to the young
child wit- highly inflected. The speech used by mothers in this study was not
examined along this dimension, but subjectively it seemed that mothers used a
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greater rat oi inflection and a hight pitch in talking with the younger chil
&en. Sonnc of this occurred in the speech to the older children also. but it WAS
not as marked. It may he that certain inflection and intonation patterns indicate
to the child when speech is addressed specifically to him.

In ....mversation with the adult, mothers had a disfloency rate that was sub-
stantiall higher than that produced in speech addressed to the child, but
comparable to disfluenv rates observed in other stu lies of ldnI -adult conver-
sational speve:,. Disfluencies were t.r infrequent in the speech to the younger
children, especially in storytelling. They incteased only slightly in the .:leech
addressed t the older children it play. The storytelling situation generated a
low rate of disfluencv to both groups of children, even though the word rate
increased in tlos situation. St;)rvtelling from picture's requires less croative effort
im the part of the. mother. Oher studies ( Goldman-Eisler, 1965) have shown
that where the speech task involves reading or learned the disfluencv
rate is !:,aver. This storytelling task may fall into that category.

The trpetoken ratio used 1w mothers was significantly different for each age
vsamined. The mothers used a more restricted vocabulary with vouoger chil-
dren. This i, in agreement with the Siegel ( I983) and Siegel and Harkins
( 19(43 studies where rill varied with the verbal skills of the retarded child
to ....holm the adult was talking.

The Till as a meamire di scribes the range of words used within some span
of words. There are to number of things that a mother might do in talking with
a young child that might result in a lower rm. She might talk about a limited
number of objects or ese a limited range of sentence patterns. Each of these
changes would result in a ',Aver TTR. Chapter III will discuss the sentence
patterns observed in the speech of mothers to their younger children.

CONCLUSIONS

Mothers used fewer words per minute, fewer disfluencies, and a smaller
TTri in speech directed toward their younger chikken than hi speech to their
older children. The speech rate addressed to the adult was still greater, with
substantially more disfluencies and a higher TTR. All of these differences were
significant.

Some of thew measure's were affected not only by the ages of the speaking
partners but also by the speaking task. In telling a story, mothers spoke faster.
The disfluencv rate to the older children was not different from the rate to the
younger children in the storytelling situation. TTR was not affected by the
speaking task.
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ChapirrIl

THE LOCATION OF PAUSES AND SENTENCE
BOUNDARIES IN THE SPEECH OF MOTHERS

If children are to unravel the Yyntax of the rperch they hear, they must first
In. able to identify the units that are sentences within that speech. The minority
of syntactic relations apply within sentence boundaries. To :mdentand or con-
struct sentences requires knowledge of intementential relations; this, in turn,
requires that the unit "sentence" be identified. Several authors have ceninented
on how difficult it would be for children to acquire syntactic rules from the
broken and ungrammatical speech found in adult conversations (McNeill, 1966;
Lenneberg, 1967),

The preceding chapter showed that mothers were observed to modify several
aspects of their speech systematically as the ages of their speaking partners
-.hanged. The mothers' rate of speech was greatly reduced when they spoke
to their younger children: it increased somewhat in speech to the older chil-
dren, but was still leas than two-thirds of the rate used with the adult. There
are several ways in which mothers can achieve slower rates with the s.ounger
ehildr, 'IL One method particularly relevant to a discussion of sentence identifi-.

eeion involves pauses. The way in which pauses are introduced into the Bow
of speech may carry crucial information for the child attempting to unlock
the regularities r,f speech. The mother could, har example, introduce pauses
randomly. This would slow the speed, the child hears. but would not help
him segment it into constituent units. On the other hand, judicious placement
of causes might serve the double function marking sentence boundaries at
the salt' time it decre ases speech rate.

A number of autinirs ( for example. Bever. 1970; Blumenthal, 1970) have
indicated that the sentence is the basic unit of analysis in language. Bever
( 1970. p. 2S0) comments that during the first decade. of his life the child learns
"primarily how to talk in sentences, how to understand senteces. and how to
pre'dic't new sentences in his language." If the sentence is a primary unit of
analysis for the child, he moist 1w able to identify sentences as distinctive units,
separite from other such strings, but cohesive within themselves.

Two problems are encountered in attempting to analyze adult speech into
words and sentences. First. the acoustic stream of speech does not segment
into sentences and words. As Neisser ( 1967, p. 1SS) comments, "The spaces
between printed words have no systematic equivalent in spoken speech." Sec-
ond, the words themselves are not formed neatly into sentence's. Broken sen-
tences are common, sentence after sentence is joined by a conjunction to its
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successor, and sentences begun in one syntactic fashion may end in another
( Maclay and Osgood, 1987 ).

The lack of physical segmentation of speech becomes obvious if one listens
to conversation in an unfamiliar language. The sounds blend into one another
to form a lung uninterrupted flow. Pauses. when they occur, are obvious, but the
listener has no war to determine their significance. They mar or may not mark
the end of a sentence.

In adult conversational speech, pauses are at "grammatically appropriate"
locations only about 50% of the time (Goldman-Eisler, 1968; Mac lay and Os-
good, 1967; Boomer and Dittman, 1962). That is, 50% of the pauses fail at the
end of a major constituent of the sentence, and 501 occur at some other location.

The pause is a physical occurrerwe that can ly2 identified by even a naive lis-
tener. It requires no previous knowledge of language structure. For this reason
the pause could serve as a powerful cue for the Young child regarding the loca-
tion of sentence boundaries. If pauses are to serve as maximum cues regarding
sentences, they should occur always ( and only) at sentence boundaries. The
pauses that occur in adult-adult speech do not provide unambiguous, reliable
information concerning sentences (\facia,' and Osgood, 1987). It remains to
be seen how pauses function in child-directed adult speech.

Phillips (1970) and Drach ( 1989) found it difficult to segment thy speech of
mothers to an adult. Phillips found that determination of utter uKe boundaries
was the least satisfactory measure she used. There was 901 agreement between
two examiners on the location of utterance boundaries in the speech mothers
addressed to their children, and 80% agreement on location of sentence bound-
aries in the speech mothers addressed to another adult. Phillips commented
that there seemed to be a systematic difference in the treatment of utterance
boundaries by the two examiners when and occurred between clauses.

Drach ( 1969 ), in his analysis of the speech of one mother to her child, found
much the same problem. The speech addressed to the child was not difficult to
segment. It consisted mostly of short segments, preceded and folkwed by sub-
stantial pauses. The speech addressed to the adult, on the other hand, was
difficult to segment for several reasons. And and or were used to connect other-
wise onnplete sentences. intonation contours were unreliable and encompassed
more than one otherwise complete sentence, false starts were frequent, and
long pauses occurred at places that did not seem to mark sentence boundaries.

In this section three questions will be asked about speech of the mother to
the young child, the older child, and the adult. In each instance, the question
refers only to the mothers speech.

1. When pauses occur, bow often do they occur at sentence boundaries? How
often at other than sentence boundaries?

2. When sentences occur, how often are they followed by pauses?
3. How consistently do jndges agree on the location of sentence boundaries

in the mother's speech, and does this identification relate to the distribution
of pauses in her speech?
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METHOD

Speech Samples

The speech samples were obtained from the tape recordings of four mothers
arbitrarily selected from the 10 who participated in the original study. The
only criterion for exclusion was a recording of poor quality. It was necessary
to restrict the analysis for several reasons. The computer program used in
identifying pauses required a relatively "clean" tape, and some of the record-
ings failed on this criterion. In addition, the procedure proved to be both ex-
pensive and time-consuming. This factor also dictated a shorter sample.

Three samples of speech were selected for each of the four mothers: the
first one minute in free play with her younger and her older child, and the first
one minute in conversation with the adult. All samples were from the second
experimental session and began with a clearly intelligible remark by the
mother.

These 12 one-minute samples were dubbed in random order onto a tape
with a 10-second silent interval between segments. Two protocols were pre-
pared from the tape. One was used by listeners in making judgments of sen-
tence boundaries; the second was coded and used in subsequent scoring.

The first protocol consisted of all words spoken by the mother and the child
or the adult during the one-minute segments. The words were typed, double-
spaced, with no punctuation or capitalization. Exceptions to this included using
capital letters for "I" and proper nouns, and apostrophes in colitractions and
rossessives. The speech of the adult or the child was enclosed in parentheses.

On the second protocol, I segmented the mother's speech according to a
set of rules. These rules were an extension of the procedures used by Drach in
attempting to segment his adult-adult speech samples, and of Phillips' sugges-
tions fur increased reliability in segmenting. All conjunctions that conjoined two
otherwise complete sentences were defined as intrusions and were eliminated
from the string of words grouped as an utterance. This rule was applied across
all three speech samples. The list of conjunctions thus eliminated included and,
or, because, so, and when. Appendix 2 contains the coded protocols used in this
study.

This kind of segmentation was necessary so that both pauses and listener
judgments of sentence boundaries could be located within the mother's speech
in some standard way. Four utterance categories, in addition to intrusions,
were marked; these included: ( 1 ) complete, well-formed sentences; (2) com-
plete but less than well-formed sentences; ( 3) broken sentences; and (4) single
words used as complete sentences. Appendix 2 contains a complete description
of the rules used in segmenting the speech, as well as the segmented and
coded protocols.

These 12 speech samples were subjected to two different procedures. One
procedure involved asking judges to identify sentence boundaries. The sec-
ond procedure involved computer identification of pauses within the speech
samples.
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Sentence Boundary Identification

Judges. Fourteen of the 18 judges who participated in the sentence identifi-
cation study were speech pathology faculty or graduate students; the remain-
ing four judges were from outside the university community. Eight were males
and 10 were females.

Procedures. Judges were given a copy of the first protocol. The recording
was played ( Magnacord, 1022) through a speaker ( KLH, 22A) to groups of
from one to five listeners. Judges were asked to listen to the speech and mark
terminal sentence boundaries on the protocols as they went along. The speech
of the mother's speaking partner was included in parentheses to help judges
keep their place.

Judges were given practice on six 20-second samples of mother-child and
mother-adult speech. They were allowed to ask questions at the end of the
practice segment, but no substantive additions were made to the instructions
and no definition of sentence was given.

Pause Identification

A computer program identified pauses in the tape-recorded speech, timed
the pauses. and marked their location on the second channel of the tape record-
ing. All pauss in the miWitbm. speech in excess of 260 msec were located and
their duration measured. .

The method used to locate ;:nd time pauses is described in Figure 4. The
tape-recorded samples weiv played through a two-channel tape recorder
( Sony, TC 686) in which the record mode of one channel could be activated
simultaneously with the reproduce mode of the second channel. The speech
signal was then processed and shaped to augment the low-power, high-
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FIGURE 4. Block diagram of the equipment used in locating and timing
pauses.
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frequency consonant sounds, eliminate low-frequency and high-frequency room
and equipment noise, and reflect only intensity information. First the signal
was hand -pass filtered ( Krohn -Kite ) from 300 to 3000 Iii. This eliminated much
of the nH)111 noise and tali hiss. Th shaping filter then reduced the intensity
of low frequencies with respect to high f requencies. This increased the relative
strength of the low-power high-frequency speech sounds, particularly sibilant
and fricative consonants,

An envelope detector with a 20-msec lag was used to eliminate the frequency
infoi &L.:thin from the signal, leaving only intensity information. The sip Itit_ was
then passed through a Schmitt trigger, which transformed the analog signal
into a digital, on-off signal that could be processed by a computer (CDC,
17(K)).

The speech signal in digital form and a 20-msec sampling pulse were fed into
the computer. Simultaneous occurrence of the speech signal and the sampling
pulse was interpreted as speech. Occurrence of the timing pulse in the absence
of speech was interpreted as pause. The computer was programmed so that for
each pause in excess of 260 111W, the duration of the pause was stored together
with the time of its occur, ence, measured from the beginning of the speech
sample. At the end of each one-minute sample, the pause durations and their
time of oeurm nee were printed from the computer storage.

In addition, when a pause in excess of 260 msec was detected, an oscillator
was triggered to emit a tone ( :300 IIz) for the duration of that pause. The tone
was recorded on Channel 2 of the tape recorder, synchronously with the re-
mainder of the pause.

A pause durqtion of 260 msec was chosen arbitrarily. We were interested
in pauses that c: .nld reasonably he detected by the naive child. There is indica-
tion from the literature that adult pause identification becomes unreliable
with pauses shorter than about 200 msec ( Agnelli), 1963; Martin, 1970). Pause
durations of 200 to 250 msec have frequently been used in studies of hesitation
and 'tincture pauses in speech, and seem to be quite reliably identified (Gold-
man-Eisler, 1965; Boomer and Dittman, 1962). A Pearstni r correlation of 0.99
was obhined for two consecutive computer runs of four of the 12 samples

I listened to the processed tapes through stereo earphones. 13v using the
cue button and turning the tape by hand, I was able to locate the tone within
the mothers' speech. I matched the tone with the computer print-out of dura-
tions. and I marked the location of each pause in excess of 260 nisec on the
wond coded protocol.

On occasion pauses that were clearly discernible by listening were not iden-
tified mechanically because noise produced IA moving chairs or by toys scrap-
ing on the table masked the pause. Where a distinct riause occurred and no
pause was inekmically recorded, /P/ was marked af. that location in the
coded protocol ( Appendix 2 ) and was counted as a pause. This occurred 12
times in the speech samples used, involved four of the '12 one-minute samples,
and constituted 7.711 of all pauses identified. Four of the 12 /P/ pauses occurred
in speec:. to an adult and eight occurred in speech to an older child.
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No / P/ pauses were recorded in the speech to the younger child, This was
not because noise was not a problem. but rather because the pauses in the
speech to the younger child tended to be longer and at least some portion of
the pause was identified.

RESULTS

The data in this study consist of: (1) the percent of pauses in the mother's
speech following various utterance types or occurring within utterance l'ourtd-
aries, ( 2) the percent of sentences followed by a pause, and (3) the percent of
sentence boundaries accompanied by pauses and identified by listeners.

Distribution of Pauses by Utterance Types

Computer-identified pauses were located on the experimenter's protocol oc-
curring after a terminal sentence boundary, a single word, or at some other
location. For this analysis, the categories "less than well-formed sentence" and
"complete sentence" were combined. Table 7 gives the pause distribution data
for individual mothers and the mean percentages averaged for the four
mothers; Figure 5 presents these data in graphic form; and Table 8 gives the
distribution of sentences by sentence form for the four mothers.

TABLE 7. Percentages of pauses used by mothers in speaking to their younger children
( Y), their older children (0), or an adult ( A ). The pauses were located at terminal sen-
tence boundaries, following single words, or at other locations.

Mother

Following Terminal
Sentence Boundaries

1' 0 A

Pause Location

Following Single
W ords

A

Other
Y 0 Y 0 A

5 76.9 83.0 40.0 23.0 0 0 0 16.7 60.0
7 81.8 9:3.0 70.0 18.2 6.7 0 0 0 30.0
8 56.3 70.0 61.5 37.5 10.0 7.7 6.2 20.0 30.0

10 83.3 80.0 27.3 16.7 10.0 0 0 10.0 72.7

Mean
percent 75.4 82.9 51.3 23.2 6.4 2.6 1.4 10.6 46.2

In speaking to the younger children mothers sometimes used single words
as sentences. The tendency to do this decreased with increases in the ages of
the speaking partners ( Table 8). Single words used as sentences included such
words as pretty, okay, and listen. Of the pauses in the speech of the mother to
the younger child, 23.2% followed such single words used as complete utter-
ances. Only 6.4 of the pauses in the speech to the older child followed such
single-word utterances, and only 2.6% of the pauses in the speech to the adult
followed such single word utterances.
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FIGURE 5. The percent of pauses in the
mothers' speech that followed sentences or
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TAIII.E 8. Tl distribution of various sentence categories in the speech of mothers to their
younger children ( Y), older children (0), and to an adult (A).

Mother

Complete
Sentence

Y -0--A-

Sentence
Incamplete

Sentence

1* 0 A

Categories
Single
Word

broken
Sentence

V

Interjection
Y 6- AY 07i 0 A

5 10 8 15 3 4 2 4 3 2 0 0 4 0 1 12
12 14 21 6 3 1 7 3 2 0 0 3 1 3 17

8 8 8 18 2 2 1 7 4 3 0 3 2 1 1 10
10 15 10 9 0 2 1 8 6 2 0 0 4 1 1 8

Mean
values 11.3 10.0 15.8 2.8 2.8 1.3 6.5 4.0 2.3 0 0.8 2.8 0.8 1.8 11.8

In speaking to the younger child, 98.6% of the pauses in the mother's speech
occurred following units I identified as sentences or single words used as sen-
tences. Only 1.4% of the pauses in the speech of the mother to the younger child
occurred at locations other than following single words or sentences. In speech
to the older child, 89.3% of the pauses followed single words or sentences, while
10.61 occurred at other locations. In talking with the adult, .53.9% of the pauses
used by the mother followed single word sentences, while 46.2% occurred at
other locations.

In summary, as the age of the speaking partner increases, pause location
shifts. With the younger child, pauses occur almost exclusively after sentences
and single words used as sentences, with the adult, pauses occur following sen-
tences only about half the time.

The frequency of single words decreases as the age of the speaking partner
increases. The frequency of broken sentences and interjected remarks increases
with the increasing age of the mother's speaking partner, as seen in Table 8.
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Interjections increase from 0.8 with the younger child, to 1.8 with the older
child, to 11.8 with the adult. The sharp increase in interjected remarks in the
speech to the adult reflects a substantial increase in conjunctiolb used by the
mother.

Broken sentences show a similar pattern. There are no broken sentences to
the younger children in this sample, and only one mother used any broken sen-
tences in speaking with her older child. There is an average of 2.3 broken sen-
tences in a minute of speech to the adult.

Frequency with Which Pauses Follow Terminal Sentence Boundaries

The last word in either a well-formed sentence or a less than well-formed
sentence in the coded protocol was defined as the se itence boundary. Table 9
presents the percent of utterances identified as sentences that were followed by
a pause for each mother. Of the sentences used b mothers with the younger
children, 92.9% were followed by pauses; 76.5% of the sentences to the older
children were followed by pauses; 29.4% of the sentences to the adult were
follower] by pauses. This pattern occurred for individual mothers as well as for
the combined group of mothers.

TABLE 9. Percentages of sentence boundaries that were followed by a pause in the speech
of a mother to her younger child (Y), older child (0), and to an adult (A).

Mother Y

Speaking Partner
0 A

5 76.9 83.3 11.8
7 100.0 82.4 31.8
8 90.0 70.0 42.1

10 100.0 66.7 30.0

Mean percent 92.9 76.5 29.4

Sentence Boundary Identification by Listeners

In an attempt to analyze the distribution of mothers' sentences, it soon be-
came ,Tparent that judges had considerable difficulty agreeing on sentence
boundary locations when the samples were taken from speech addressed to the
adult. This seemed to be a significant finding since, if adult judges find this
task difficult, we may assume that it would be even more difficult when the
listener is a child. Thus, the reliability with which sentence locations can be
specified should provide at least an indirect index of the extent to which the
speech presents unambiguous sentence information to the child.

In order to obtain this measure of reliability, all of the boundary locations
identified by any one of the judges were first noted. A determination was then
made of the percent of these individual locations that were also consistent loca-
tions, that is, agreed upon by S or more of the judges. The results indicate
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that the greatest agreement occurred with the speech addressed to the younger
child, and the poorest with the speech addressed to the adult. More specifically,
73.71 of the boundaries located by any judge in the speech to the youngest

childfell into the consistent category. For the speech to the olier child, the
figure was 63.37-. Finally, in speech to the adult, mils. 13.6% of the boundaries
identified by any judge were in the consistent category.

These data are summarized in Table 10 and presented graphical), in Figure
6. In every instance, the consistent boundaries coincided with a sentence or fol-
lowed a single word used as a complete sentence, as identified on the protocol.

TABLE 10. Percentage's of locations identified as sentence boundaries in the speech of
tnotiturs to their younger (1') and older (0) children and an adult ( A). These pauses were
identified by more than 804 of the judges or by less than 80% of the judges as terminal sen-
tence boundaries.

Mother

Less than 80 More than 80%

Y 0 A Y 0 A

5 27.8 47.1 82.6 72.2 52.9 17.4
7 20.8 10.5 90.9 79.2 89.5 9.1
8 23.5 60.0 85.4 76.5 40.0 18.8

10 33.3 29.1 90.9 66.7 70.6 9.1

Mean values 26.3 36.7 88.4 73.7 63.3 13.8

;CC

6°

60

4-) ^

Younger
Chita

leoel ty e<s non brj
,51 M i,dges

MI ZOCO, :`, e4 MCP* 'ftalt BC z
of me ....elm

Owe,
Chid

Adult

FIUME 6. Percent of locations identified
as sentence boundaries in mothers' speech.

Table 11 relates the coputer-generated pause identification data to the sen-
tene boundary locations provided by judges. Locations identified by more
than SO% of the judges as sentence boundaries were usually accompanied by
pauses. The percentages ranged from 93% with the speech to the younger child,
to SO% with the speech to the adult. Locations identified less consistently as
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TAtil.E. I I. Tli plItl'Ilti1411 111 terminal sentence boundaries accompanied bb. pauses. iden-
tified hr It than 201 of the lash ue rs, 201 to NO 14 the. listeners .enel more than SOI of the
listeners.

St,,ther

Lvs !him 20r4

I 0 A l
20 to SO'

0 .1

More than Stii

1 (1 .-1

5 0.0 11.0 S. 00.7 0.0 11.1 51M 100.0 50.0
7 .33.3 09 10.5 100.0 0.0 36.1 100.0 55.2 100.0
ti 0.0 20.0 18.1 100.0 33A1 18.8 100.0 100.0 100.0

1n 20.0 0.0 33.0 50.0 0.0 14.3 93.3 75.0 50.0

Obrali
percentage 18..?. 7.7 17.5 75.0 18.2 22.0 95.0 89.4 80.0

terminal sentence boundaries were generally not accompanied by pauses. The
one exception was in the speech to the younger child. In the case of terminal
sentence lvnindaries identified by 20 to hOgi of the judges, 751 were accom-
panied by pauses in the speech to the younger child. All but one of these loca-
tions followed a single word used as a complete utterance. Perhaps there was
%Mt' disagreement among the judges as to whether a single word could be a
sentence, though these single-word utterances were followed by pauses.

DISCUSSION

This chapter is concerned with the usefulness of parses as cue s to sentence
boundaries in speech to voung children. In the speech mothers used with me,
pauses were distributed in a manner similar to other descriptions of pauses
in adult-adult conversational speech. About half of the pauses occurred internal
to major sentence constituents. In the speech to the child, nearly all pauses
followed sentences or single words used as sentences. This was true in the
mothers' speech to both the older and younger children.

The other side of the question is, when sentence's occur, are they followed by
pauses? They were in the speech to the younger child and to a large extent in
the 64 preeli to the older child. Thus, sentences to both children were well
marked, with pauses occurring primarily at sentence boundaries, and with
sentence boundaries generally being accmnpanied by a pause.

In evacuating these results. the way in which I coded the sentences on my
master protood is important. My coding effective ly broke the run-on sentences
used by mothers into their smaller constituent sentences. Complete sentence's
Joined by conjunctions were considered to he separate sentence's; it is gram-
matially permissible to join sentences with a conjunction. The problem en-
countered in this speoh sample was that mothers joined three, four, and even
five sentences by conjunctions. There seemed to he no way to differentiate
legitimate 1w of conjunctions from their "illegitimate" use. For this reason
compound sentences were treated as two or inure sentences.

The decision to treat conjunction locations as sentence boundaries may have
introduced a bias into the set of results concerned with the percent of sentences
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Ii.11.)wcil by anses. This decision resulted in the identification of more sen-
tetiCr til,O1 would otherwise have been the ease. For sentences identified on this
basis. there was no real possibility fur a pause to occur. Thus, in this instance,
the percent of sentences followed 1w a pause was somewhat artificially reduced.
This is a outsider:int) only in the case Of speech to the adult. since it was only
then that a significant number of conjunctions occurred.

CONCLUSIONS

nom these data it appears that the speech to young children contains sen-
tences that are well marked by pause's. False or confusing information in the
form of extraneous conjunctions and broken sentences is absent. Single words
are used as sentences more often in speech to young children than they are in
speech to older children or adults.

The pattern of speech to older children is much like the pattern to younger
children, with sentences well marked by pauses, a minimum of interjected
speech, and few broken sentences. There are trends toward the adult-adult
form in these areas, but no substantial differences emerge between the hvo
groups of children. Mothers do use fewer single-word utterances in speaking
with older children.

The speech pattern observed when mothers talked with an adult is much
like the pattern described previously in the literature. Pauses do not reliably
mark sentence boundaries, broken sentences and interjected speech are com-
mon, and sentences are difficult to identify when listening to the speech.

Listeners are able to gree on the location of sentence boundaries in the
speech addressed to children, but there is little agreement on sentence bound-
ary locations in the speech addressed to an adult.
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Chapter III

FORM OF SPEECH ADDRESSED
TO YOUNGER CHILDREN

Both the preceding chapters of this paper and several other studies ( Phillips,
1970; Brown, Cazden, and Bellugi-Klima, 1969) have established that speech
mothers address to young children is substantially different from their speech to
adults or even to older children. The speed, temporal patterning, fluency, and
vocabulary usage all vary with the age of the individual to whom the mother
is talking. This chapter will describe the sentences produced by mothers during
the free-play situation with their younger children.

The kinds of sentences a mother uses with a young child may prove to he the
most important and interesting aspect of the mother's speech. These sentences,
together with the sentences used by other individuals in talking with the child,
constitute the primary corpus of speech from which the child learns his lan-
guage, and they provide him with basic information about the structure of lan-
guage.

Drach ( 1969) compared the speech one mother addressed to her own young
child with the speech the same mother addressed to two adults. The frequency
of questions and imperative sentences was high in the speech addressed to
the child but infrequent in the speech to the adults. Negatives and subordi-
nate clauses were frequent in sperm to the adults but seldom occurred in the
speech to the child. Deletions, particularly of pronouns, do, and "be" verbs, were
also frequent in spt, ch addressed to the child, but these deletions never
occurred in speech to the adults.

Di ach's data suggest that the mother was not just simplifying her speech as
she talked with the child but was, rather, changing the type or form of the
sentences she generated. These observations support the idea that children hear
a special or "base" language form, at least in the speech samples addressed spe-
cifically to them.

Ferguson (1964) argues that adults use a "baby talk" language in talking
with children. lie examined adult speech to young children both at the phono-
logical level and at the lexical level in six languages and found that the
patterns of speech to children within those languages were stable across gen-
erations.

Phillips' ( 1970) work indicates that mothers' speech may be most restricted
a% they talk with their 1S-month-old children These children are just beginning
to use speech. They have not yet mastered the creation of sentences and their
linguistic skills are changing rapidly ( Ervin-Tripp, 1971). There is some indi-
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cation that at this age level the child may respond selectively to speech, de-
pending on its structure and his current level of linguistic skill (Shfpley,
Smith. and Gleitman, 19691. This is why, in the present study, speech addressed
to the Younger children was chosen for further analysis. If there is a child-
directed language fin-in, it ought to occur in speech addressed to these children.

This chapter will describe a language form found to he common across
mothers as they talked with their young children. The mothers' speed' will be
analyzed in terms of the kinds of sentences they used and the juxtaposition of
those sentences in their speech.

METHOD

Speech Sample

The speech samples were obtained from the tape recordings described in
Chapter I and consisted of all the speech used by the 10 mothers in conversa-
tion with their younger children during free-play. This speech was transcribed
by a specially trained typist. Unintelligible remarks, nonword vocalizations, and
signs of affirmation and negation were deleted from the transcription. The
typist's judgments were used in identifying remarks as statements or questions.

Reliability

The typist's judgments were compared with the judgments of listeners in
the sentence boundary identification study for the four one-mint. 'w samples
used in that study. There were only two instances Out of 62 (3.2%) where the
typist disagreed with the majority of listeners' on the segmenting of a particu-
lar sentence. In each case the listeners conjoined two sentences that were
separated by the typist. An average of 9456 of the listeners agreed with the
typist on the specific location of sentence boundaries.

ANALYSIS

The technique for analyzing the &Ali in this section was to make a series
of pattern searches through the mothers' sentences. In order to search out these
patterns, the sentences were organized in a number of ways. Sometimes an
analysis was based on the entire corpus of a mother's sentences. In other in-
stances, a particular subset of sentences was identified for special study For
example, One mother might produce a sequence of sentences that were exact
repetitions of each other. or she might have a string of successive sentences that
were clearly interrelated by a common syntactic form and a common vocabu-

!These determinations were made after the deletion of sign... of affirmation, r. Ation, and
nonword vocalizations.
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hwy. These clusters of sequential sentences proved to be an interesting area
for deeper probing.

It was also instructive to search within and between mothers. Not only did
the same mother often use a particular sentence form on several occasions, but
the very same sentence was sometimes found in the samples taken from several
different mothers,

An initial way of organizing the data was simply to identify each sentence
as falling into one of five common sentence categories: single word, imperative,
question, leciarative, and grammaiically incomplete sentences. These were not
mutually exclusive categories and, with the exception of the declarative, there
was overlap among all the categories. The actual distribution of sentences
appears in Appendix 3.

RESULTS

Within the 10 fiveminute segments constituting the speech samples in this
chapter, mothers produced a total of 690 sentences. Mothers averaged 88.0
sentences, with a range of 33 to 128 sentences. Table 12 provides information
regarding the number and percent of individual mothers' sentences that fell
within each of the five sentence categories.

Txm.i. 12. The number and percentage of mothers' sentences that fell within each of the
five sentence categmie%. Sentence categoric% wtle not mutually exclusive.

Total
Single Word

Sentences
Imperative
Sentences Questions

.

Declarative
Sentences

Grammatically
incomplete
Sentences

Mother N N 2 N 2 N 2 N % N 2

1 62 10 16 1 27 43.5 20 32.3 8 12.9 8 12.9

2 66 11 16.7 12 18.2 30 45.5 20 30.3 10 15.2

3 66 5 7.6 22 33.3 21 31.8 19 28.8 11 18.7

4 60 8 13.3 2 3.3 31 53.3 18 30.0 16 26.7
5 57 16 31.6 21 36.8 20 35.1 8 14.0

8 1164116 37 6 16.2 12 32.4 14 37.8 12 32.4 6
7 86 8 9.3 18 20.9 36 41.9 26 30.2 13 15.1

8 33 6 18.2 2 6.1 7 21.2 17 51.5 4 12.1

9 128 16 12.5 3.5 27.3 36 29.7 45 35.2 12 9.4
10 85 6 7.1 18 21.2 34 40.0 33 38.8 11 12.9

Total 680 94 14.9 169 24.3 251 36.9 206 30.4 99 15.1- - - _-- ___- - ___ _--

Sentence Categories

Single Word Sentences. An average of .4.9% of the mothers' sentences were
single words. The percentages rangef! from 7.1 to 31.61 for individual mothers.
By definition. sentences in this e:itegory were single words that were spoken
with a sentence-like intonatio;1 contour and were not grammatically a part of
either the preceding or the following sentence.
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lien.'" WM the trust common single-word sentence, occurring 13 times in
the total sample. "There" and "see" were the next must common, each occurring
10 time's in the' total sample.2

Table 1:3 provides a breakdown of the' single-word sentence's by part of
speech. "11ere" anal "there" are counted separately. They constitute 24.52 of
the total sample c f single-word sentences. Verbs occurred most often as single-
word sentence's ( 31.9i), followed by nouns ( 21.3%), and then adjectives
(12.h%). All the single-word sentence's are in Appendix 3.

'APIA. 11. The frequency and percentage of single-word sentences falling into various
part-of-speech categories.

Part of
Speech Frequency

Percent of
Sentences

Verb 30 31.9
-Ifere"-'.There" 23 2I.5
Noun 20 21.3
Adjective 12 12.8
Other 9 9.5

Total 94 100.0

Grammatically Incomplete Sentences. On the average, 15.21 of the sentences
used by mothers were identified as grammatically incomplete. About half these
sentences involved the deletion of a pronoun, an obligatory do, or a "be" verb.
These elements were generally omitted from the sentence initial position.
Table 14 provides examples of the kinds of mothers' sentences involving such
deletions, and Table 15 provides information on the distribution of deletions in
the speech of individual mothers. This kind of deletion was also reported by
Drach (1969 ), but only in his sample of speech to the child.

The most common deletion pattern involved the inverted yes/no question
form (a question that c:;ie se answered by a yes or no). Sentences like "wanna

TABU: 1. I.:samples of sentences that involved the deletion of do, be, or a pronoun.

Mother Sentence Deletion
_ ___ ..__ __________

.5 this a ear? i-
ti where you going with yonr truck? are
6 want that to go in there? do you
7 want her hat on too? do you
9 wanna put it hack? do you

you gonna hug her? are
ti pal want nie to shut it? do
7 you wanua get down? do

. _

21,00k at" also occurred 10 times in the total sample. In this categorization of mothers'
sentences. "look at" %% Ai treated as two-word sentence. This Was done because such
re,poosys as -look," "look at the purse," cud -lok in the purse" also occurred.
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TAILE 15. Frequency of the omission of do. he, or a pronoun in sentences identified as
grammatically incomplete.

Mother

1

Pronoun

.1

Do

2

Be

1

2 3 2 1

3 -1 0 2
4 5 4 2
5 2 1 1

6 1 3 1

7 6 7 0
8 3 1 2
0 3 3 2

10 1 1 0

Mean 3.2 1.2

get down?" "vim wanna get down?" "do you wanna get down?" all occurred in
the speech sample. Both the "wanna" and "you wanna" sentences were con-
sidered as reductions of the sentence form "do vou wanna . . ."

It would be possible and reastmable to define this category of iacomplete
sentences in such a wa. as to flate the numbei of Ne !AVM:CS e fuither. Fut
example, most of the single-word sentences (15% of the total) are, in some
sense, incomplete, but were not included. Sentences beginning with see were
generally grouped with imperatives and questions, but they are also incomplete
in that they frequently involved the deletion of the words do you. For example,
here are some "see" sentences that all yield to the interpretation "do you
see . . ."

Mother
see the truck? 1

see the car? 8
see the gramma? 8
see the baby over there? 2
see what's inside? 2

Table 16 contains all the "see" sentences used by mothers in this study where
we is in the sentence initial position and seems to imply "do you see." Table 27
contains all "see" sentences used by mothers; these sentence:~ constitute 4.3%
of the total sample.

The 10 single-word ( or two-word) look at" sentences could also have been
included as grammatically incomplete and would add another 1.5% to the
grammatically incomplete sentences. The inclusion of these additional groups
of sentence. that might be considered in sonic sense- grammatically incomplete
would raise the total of incomplete sentences to 36% of the whole sample.

Questions. Au average of V% of the mothers' senteno.s were questions (see
Table 12 ). Within the speech of individual mothers, questions ranged from
21.2 to 53.31. The mother with the fewest number of sentences also had the
smallest percentage of questions.
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TA141.1.: 16. All of the "sue" sentenms that appear to have the reading "do you see . . . ?"
S = 29.

Sentence Mother

we! 1 10 )
see the trne k?
we the car? ti
see the dolly? 10
see the gramma? 8
see the dolly's eves? 10
see the dolly's pretty hair? 10
see the baby over there? 2
see her eyes? 10
see her hair? 5
see it? 2
see her pretty hair? 10
see this little part right here?
see that hole? (2) 7,10
see this little hole? 10
see what's inside? 2
see how it fits together') 6
see she went night night? 10
see her eves are closed?

There are several ways to form simple, direct questions in English ( Klima
and Bellugi-Klima, 1969 ). A sentence can be spoken with a rising intonation
contour.

"John went home?"

A question can also be formed by inverting the complete subject noun phrase
and the first element of the auxiliam verb.

"John can go home."
"Can John go home?"

If there is no auxiliary verb expressed in the sentence, do is added as a first
element.

"John went hon.e."
"Did John go home?"

Any of these question forms results in a yes/no question.
In a svh-question. the wh-word who, which, where, how, why) occurs in-

stead of the sentence element being questioned. The subject noun phrase and
the first element of the auxiliary verb are inverted and the wh-question word
is proposed.

"IAltere can John go?"
"Who can go home?"

A tag question is a ves/no form that questions the truth of a statement and
also reflects the syntactic structure of the sentence.

"John went home, didn't he?"
"John can go home, can't he?"
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Table 17 presents the distribution of questions by type. Occurring most fre-
quently was the vesino inverted question: 70.21 of the mothers' questions were
of this type. Ahlatt half of these were grammatically complete and half, incom-
plete. The following sentences are typical of the yes/no questions found in this
sample:

Mother
is that a pipe? 1

does daddy smoke a pipe? 2
should we open it? 3
can you say fingers? 5
do you need some help? 9

wanna put your shoes on? 1

want me to shut it? 2
you gonna go bye bye? 3
wanna put her back

Placing a sentence in the category "grammatically incomplete- yes /no ques-
tion" often involved a judgment as to what the expanded or complete form of
the sentence would be. One large group of grammatically incomplete ques-
tions was the "see" group of sentences that appeared to involve the deletion of
do you. These were discussed earlier.

TABLE 17. The frequency of question types in the speech of mothers.
=77

Mother
Yes/ \'o

inversion
yes/ No Inversion

with Deletion

Quest ion Type

Wh-
Questions

Tag
Questions

Intonation
Only

1 10 8 4 0 0
2 15 10 0 5 0
3 :3 6 11 1 0

11 9 8 2 1

5 8 9 3 0 0
6 4 7 3 0 0
7 14 13 6 3 0
8 1 2 2 1 1

9 14 9 15 0 0
10 11 14 7 1 1

Total 91 85 59 13 3

I of the
sample

__ _
36.3

_______ _ __ ._________________
33.9 ____ ______

23.5 _5.2 1.2

Another large group of grammatically incomplete questions began with such
words as wanna, you canna, want me, gonna, and you gonna.

Though there are other possible interpretations, all of the "wanna" and
"want me" sentences were treated a s reductions of the form, "do you wan-
na . . . ," since this seemed most accurately to represent the mothers' intent.
Some support for this decision can be seen in the following sequences, in which
the mothers actually use three different forms:
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Mother 9
do you want me to put it back together?

you wanna put it hack together?
wanna put it back?

Mother 6
do you want it off?

you want me to shut it?
want that to go in there?

M-questions constituted 23.5% of the total sample of questions. About one-
third of these were "what" questions and one-third were "where" questions.
"Where" and "what" questions are presented in Table 18.

TABLE 18. All of the "what" and "where" sentences used by mothers. The numbers in
parentheses indicate the total number of times those sentences were used by all of the
mothers.

Sentence Mother

what? (5) 7,9
what's this? (2) 4,5
but what's this? 4
what's that? (2) 1

what's here? 4
what's in here? ( 2) 9
what's in there? (4) 3,7,9
what's in the purse? 9

what is it? (5) 3,4,6
what is that? (2) 3,5
what is this? 7

what do you say? 8
what do you want? 3
what do you think? 4
what did you hit the dolly for? 3

what happened? (2) 2
what happened to the car, John? 9
what happened to it? 10

now what are you gonna do with that car? 9

where's her nose? (3) 5,10
where's the car? (3) 9,10
where's the car, John? 9
where's the other one? 1

where's the dolly's toes? (2) 7
where's the dolly's nose? 10
where's the rest of the truck? (2) 10
where's your shoe? 1

where you going? (2) 5,3
where you going with your tnick?
where'd volt get the money? ( 2)
where did it go? 6
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Imperative Sentences. An average of 24.3% of the sentences used by mothers
were imperatives. The most common verbs were look, put, and see. Of these,
the "see" sentences are distinctive in that only they are spoken with a rising
question intonation. Nevertheless, they seem to have the same word-to-word
structure and meaning as other imperatives. When a mother says, "See the
baby's eyes?" or "Watch the baby's eyes," she appears to be saying, "Attend
to the baby's eyes."

Declarative Sentences. Declaratives accounted for 30.4% of the mothers' sen-
tences. As a group, declaratives were perhaps the most diverse. The largest
single group of declarative sentences began with the word that. All of the
"that," "here," "there," and "it" sentences are presented in Table 19. These
constitute 29.8% of the total sample of declaratives.

TABLE 19. Sentences beginning with that's, here's, there's, and it's.

Sentence Mother

that's hard. 5
that's good. 8
that's right. (3) (3) 8,9
that's perfect. 8
that's all. 10
that's nice. (2) 3
that's the way. 3
that's too big. 10
well, that's to big. 10

that's it. 5
that's a lady. 5
that's a car. 2
that's a trailer. 2
that's a truck. 3

that's her bib. 6
that's her mouth. 10
that's the doll's nose. 10
that's a baby's pipe. 2

that's one hat right there. 4
that's the front of your tnick. 8
that's the way it's suppose to he. 4
that's a sque4y one, isn't it? 2
that's not how the truck goes. 9

that's like daddy's car. 8
that's l'ke a van, Jay. 6

here's a big truck. 7
here's a car. 9
here's a purse. ( 2 ) 10
here's the dolly's nose. 9

there is something in there. 5
there's a baby's pipe. 2
there's the truck. 9
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TABLE 19 (Cent.)

Sentence Mother

there's the car. 10
there's a car in there.. 1
there... a pipe in there. 2

it's all right. ( 1) (1) 3,4
its too big. (1) (2) 3,10
it's fixed. 7
it's tied. 4
its granny. 5
its a Tonka truck. 7
it's a nice little dolly? 10
its gonna go around that truck. 2
it's all ready to go. 10
it's just like mom puts it on you. 8
its like monuny's purse. 1
it was all right. 4

Repetitions

Within Mothers. NVithin even these brief five-minute samples, individual
mothers were observed to produce exactly the same sentence more than once.
If the two instances followed each other immediately, the repetition was con-
sidered to be sequential. If the two instances of a sentence were separated in
the sample, they were considered to constitute a nonsequential repetition.

Table 20 reports the frequency of sequential and nonsequential repetitions in
the speech of individual mothers. An average of 15.7% of the sentences spoken
by any mother had already been spoken by that saint' loather before. The
percentages ranged from 8.1 to 2.5.8% for individual mothers. The highest per-
centage of exact repetitions occurred in the mother with the largest number of

TAni.E 20. The number of sequential and nonsequential sentence repetitions that occur in
mothers' speech and the percentage of the total number of sentences used that were spoken
in repetition of a previous sentence.

Mother
Total 'umber
of Sentences

Somber
of Different
Sentences

Sequential
Repetitions

. _

1 64 53 5
2 66 53 5
3 66 56 8
.1 60 54 2r5 57 48 4
6 37 29 3
7 86 79 4
8 3.3 29 0
9 128 95 12

10 83 75 4

Mean 682 57.1 4.7

Si of Sentences
Nonsequential Spoken

Repetitions in Repetition

6 17.2
8 19.7
2 15.2
4 10.0
5 15.8
5 21.6
3 8.1
4 12.1

21 25.8
8 11.8

6.4 15.7
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sentences. One-fourth of the sentences spoken by that mother had already been
spoken previously.

Across Mothers. Thirty-eight sentences were used by more than one mother
in the five-minute play time (Table 21). They account for 144 of the sentences
used by mothers, or 21.1% of the total sample.

Table 22 reports the frequency with which individual mothers produced sen-
tences that were also produced by another mother. An average of 21,9% of the
sentences produced by one mother were also produced by some other mother.
The percentages ranged from 15.1 to 37.E4 for individual mothers.

TABLE 21. Sentences that were used by more than one mother. Total = 38 sentences used
144 times. These 38 sentences accounted for 21.1% of the total sample.

Sentence

see that hole
what
there
here
see

purse
good
thank you
pretty
listen
hi
baby
up
look at
open
come on
look what's in there
it's all right
it's too big
that's right
let's see
there it is
that won't fit
there you go
comes apart
did it came apart
is that a pipe
isn't that cute
what's this
what is it
what's in there
where's the car
where's her nose
can you say purse
should we open it
what is that
like that
%here you going

Frequency in
Sample

Mothers Using
Sentences

2 7,10
5 7,9
10 2,3,4,6,8,9,10
13 1,2,6,7,8,9
10 2,3,5,6,10
3 1,2,5
3 4,5,10
2 1,7
3 8,5
3 5,7
3 4,6
2 1,4
2 2,9
10 1,2,0,7,10
5 3,5
3 1,7
2 6,3
2 3,4
.1 3,10
6 8,9
2 2,3
2 9,10
2 3,10
7 9.3
3 3,5,7
2 9,10
3 1,2
3 2,6
2 4,5
5 3,4,6
3 3,7,9
3 9,10
3 5,10
3 2,5
2 2,3
2 3,5
2 4,7
2 5,3
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Tom': 22. The cumber and percentage of sentences used by each mother that were also
used by at least one other mother.

Mother

Total Number
of Sentences

Used by
Mothers

Number
of Sentences

Used by
Each Mother
Also Used by

Another Mother

Percent of
Sentences

Also Used by
Another Mother

1 64 10 15.6
2 68 14 21.2
3 66 17 25.8
4 60 10 18.7
5 57 16 28.1
6 37 14 36.8
7 88 13 15.1
8 33 8 24.2
9 128 26 20.3

10 85 15 17.6

Mean 68.2 14.3 21.9

Sentence Patterns

The mothers' sentences also seemed to fall into two basic or primary patterns
around which a great many sentences were built. The patterns appeared to be
related to the intentions or purposes that motivated the mothers' speech. Sen-
tence Pattern I involved the imperative sentence form and seemed to reflect
the intent of the mother to coax the child into some behavior, usually a motor
act. Pattern II involved an "equational" sentence form in which be was con-
tracted with one of a small number of words including this, that, here, and
there. Mothers seemed to be naming objects or identifying feeling in the
immediate situation with these sentences.

The bases for assigning set- tences to either of these patterns were admittedly
intuitive in many instances. There may well be additional categories or other
categorization schemes that more adequately describe the sentences. Though I
have misgivings about the current scheme, it did serve to bring sonic order to
a large portion of the data, and it is presented for the benefit.

Sentence Pattern 1; Within Mothers. Individual mothers began one-fourth to
one-half of their imperative sentences with the same verb. These groups of
sentences form "sentence frames" within the speech of individual mothers. The
following are examples of such sentence frames:

Mother 1
ook at.
ook inside.
ook inside.
ook in the purse.
ook in here.
ook in the purse and see what's in the purse.
ook and see what's in the purse.
ook and see what's in here.
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Mother 7
put the dolly on the _hair.
put the dolly on the chair.
put the car inside here.

Mother 10
see?
see the dolly's pretty hair?
see her pretty hair?
see that hole?
see the dolly?
see her eyes?
see the dolly's eyes?
see this little hole?
see she went night night?

Table 23 provides a description of the frequency of several verbs in the
imperative sentences of individual mothers.

TABLE 23. The frequency of several recurring verbs in the initial position in imperative
sentences.

Mother

Number of
Imperative
Sentences Look See

Verb Frequency

Put Other

1 28 9 2 2 4 (go)
2 12 4 4 2
3 22 1 1 3 6 (give),3 (open)
4 2 1

5 21 4 3 (open),3 (peek)
8 12 6 4
7 18 2 4 3 -
8 2
9 35 9 2 12 6 ( make), 4 (take)

10 18 4 10 1 O.*

Total 170 40 27 23

Sentence Pattern I: Across Mothers. Nine verbs account for 73.5% of the total
sample of imperative sentences. The verbs look, put, and see account for 53% of
all imperative sentences. The range of nouns is also restricted. In the following
subset of sentences the same nouns are used with each of the verbs look, put,
and .sce:

Mother
see the truck? 1

see the gramma? 8
see the dolly's eyes? 10
see the dolly? 10
see the car? 8

look at the truck. 9
look a, the gramma. 9
look at the dolly's eyes. 10
look at the little dolly. 10
look at the blue car. 9
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put the track back together. 9
put the gramma in the truck. 9
put the little doll on the table. :3

put the car inside the truck. 9

Although look, put, and see were the most common imperatives, other verbs
occurred in the same kind of sentence and with the same noun phrases.

Mother
push the truck. 7
make the lads walk. 5
watch the dolly's eyes. 10
pick the dolls' up. 3
sav little doll. 3
get the car out of the truck. 9
pull the string. 8

The following subset of imperative sentences seemed to have a different
form from most imperatives. This kind of sentence was found in the speech of
several mothers.

Mother
look what monany's got in her hand 2

here.
look what's in here, 3
look what's in there. 3
see what's inside? 2

see how that fits together? 6

look and see if gramma.% in the purse. 9
see if you can fix it. 10

Pattern I: Extensiom. There were several groups of sentences that seemed
to he closely related to Sentence Pattern I. In one such group, the word you
was imposed in front of the imperative sentence. This is reasonable since the
imperative sentence deletes you in the sentence subject position. The 29
declarative sentences that begin with you are presented in Table 24. Most of
these sentences consist of you + an imperative sentence or you can + an im-
perative sentence. In the following examples, the sentences were sequential in
the speech of individual mothers:

Mother 8
you pull these.
pull the string.

Mother 3
open?
you open.
you open it.

Mother 1
still have cereal on vour face.
you still have cereal on your face.
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The examples from 10thers 1 and 3 show the manipulation of you within a
sentence. although the sentences are not imperatives. Sequential sentences from
Mother 9 also reflect a kind of pairing of sentences containing you and sen-
tences with you deleted.

Mother 9
you put it together.
sou %%ilium put it together?
there it goes.
put it together.

TAKE 24. Sentence's beginning with you.

Sentence Mother

you put the shoes on tom 6
you put it together. 9
you put it in. ( 2) 9

you can put her up here. 4
you can put this car on top of

here and give it a ride. 7
now you can out the gramma in there. 9
you could put the lady in there. 4
you could put her in there too. 4

yon take it this way. 8

you make the truck go and 111 make the
car go. 10

you don't make sense at all. 7

von push the truck. 7
you turn it up. 10
you find it. ( 2) 9
now you find it. 9
you talk funny.

_

yon like the truck? 9
you pull these. 8
you still have cereal on your face. 1

you want it on the Boor. 10

you did it, jay. 8

yon have in be careful.
you have to untie the bow.

and you can sit on the chair.
you could hug her.

8

4

you just go like that. 8
and then you just go around her neck. 8
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In other extensions of Pattern I an imperative sentence was imbedded in an-
other sentence. I a on:. instance let's was proposed before imperative sentences.
This was a pattern followed primarily by Mother 7, although other mothers did
use some of these sentence's. The following is a list of the "let's" sentences
that occurred:

let's see.
let's peek.
let's wipe it.
let's wipe this tear.
let's sit her up.
let's rock the dolly, rock.
let's lay the dolly down.
let's fix her legs.
let's fix the dolly's legs.
let's sit down with the dolly.

Mother
2, 3
4
9
9
7
7
7
7
7
7

The imperative sentences mothers used in this study were never really com-
mands. Generally they appeared to reflect an attempt on the part of the mother
to coax the child into some action. Some of the imperatives were expanded into
a coaxing sort of question. Questions that had an underlying form of "do you
want to" or "are you going to" were commonly used in this way. Often only a
portion of the proposed segment was realized in the mother's speech, so the
child heard wanna + imperative or you gonna + imperative. The following are
examples of sentences of this form that occurred:

do you wanna take the truck apart?
do you want to get down and walk around

for a while?
you wanna get down?
you wanna look in there and see what's 7

in there?
wanna look at these toys? 4

you wanna put it together? 9
you wanna put her on the chair? 7

wanna put her hack? 7
wanna put it back? 9
wanna see this? 4
wanna see that baby? 4
wanna see what's in the purse? 7
wanna sit on my lap and well put 1

your shoes on?

Mother
9
3

7

are you gonna
you! gonna

are you gonna
yell& gonna

are you gonna
you gonna

are you gonna
you gonna

go to sleep?
go bye bye?
love the dolly?
take her for a ride?
give it back to the lady?
hug me?
put it in the bank?
put it hack together?

3
10
9
4
4
4
9
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Pattern l: Sequential Extension& The mother frequently presented the child
with sequential sentences that fell within Pattern I. Here are sonic groups of
sentences that reflected the imperative pattern and occurred sequentially.

Mother 2
push it.
you can push ft.

Mother 4
you can put her up here.
give her a ride up here.

Mother 9
say John, put the car inside of the truck.
can you put the car inside of the truck?
here.
put it inside the tnick.
I'll show you how.
make the car go inside of the truck.

This last example is interesting in that it seems to draw out something that
was a part of this situation, and perhaps a part of almost any interaction be-
tween mothers and children of this age. The child is not able to manipulate the
objects easily. Part of the source of repetition in the mothers' speech comes from
the Childs' inability to comply with the first direction. In the last case, the
mother says estwntially the sirne thing four times. The sentences differ from
each other slightly and in interesting ways, but the meaning remains constant.
The child is exposed to three different ways of saying, "put the car in the
truck." In addition he gets a demonstration of the meaning of those sentences
because his mother elects to show him.

This mother was the most repetitious subject in the study and also the most
verbal. Here is another sequence from Mother 9.

look at the gramma.
see the gramma.
put the gramma in the truck.
put her in the truck.

Mother 10 also produced many interesting sequences of sentences. The child
in 10 did not produce any intelligible words, but he did seem to converse. He
frequently would say, "huh," and his mother seemed to treat this as a conver-
sational remark. She would stop, wait for him to respond, and then go on. The
interchange had a sense of conversation even though the child did not talk.

Mother 10
did you see the doll?
look at the pretty dolly.
see the dolly?
watch the dolly's eyes.
look at the dolly's eyes.
she went night night.
we her eyes?
see the dolly's eyes.
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This sequence is interesting for a number of reasons. This is the only instance
in which a mother expands a "see" sentence into an inverted yes/no question.
The mother says, "did you see the doll?" In this sequence of eight sentences
the mother calls the child's attention first to the doll and then to the doll's
eves. Tlw word doll or dolly occurs six times in the eight sentences, eyes occurs
four times. The mother is coding 4 very simple "happening"; when the doll is
laid down, her eyes shut. She uses eight sentences that contain almost the same
vocabulary items. In one instance she substitutes her for the dolly. The verbs
see, watch, and look at all are used with the noun phrase "the dolly's eyes."
Dolls occurs both as a possessive and a regular noun.

Pattern I: Summary. Tables 25, 28, 27, 28, and 29 contain a consolidation of
the inperative rentences plus the sentences that appear to be extensions of, or
built upon, imperatives. The three verbs look, put, and see now account for
18.6% of the total sample of all of the sentences used by mothers in the free-
play situation. All imperatives plus the extensions of imperatives account for
37.2% of all the mothers' sentences.

TABLE 25. All 41 "look" sentences used by mothers.

Sentence Mother

look at, John. 9
loak. 9
look at. (10) 1,2,6,7,10
look, John. 9
look inside. (2) 1

look in here. (2) 1

look at here. (2) 9

look at the wheels. 2
look at the truck. 9
look at the blue car? 9

now look at the purse. OK? 2
look at the purse. 4
look at the grar1:113. 9

wanna look at these toys? 4
wanna look at the pipe a little bit later? 2

look at the clf,ily's eves. 10
look at the tittle r'lliy. 10
look at the prett. Jolly. 10

look in the purse.
look in the purse and see

what's in the purse.

1

1

look and see what's in the purse. 1

look and see what's in there.
you wanna look in there and see what's in

there?

1

7
I'm gonna look and see what's in the purse.

look and see 4 gramina's in the
purse.

9

9
look what% in there. (2) 3,6
look what I have. John.
look what mommy's got in her hand

here.

9

2
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TABLE 28. All 47 "put" sentences used by mothers.

Sentence Mother

put the little doll down. 3
put the dolly on the chair. (2) 7
put the little doll on the table. 3
put the doll right down on the table. 3

you wanna put her on the chair? 7
put the car on top of the truck. 9

you can put this car on top of here and give
it a ride. 1

wanna put your shoes on? 1

you put the shoes on too. 8
should we put them back on? 1

wanna sit on my lap and we'll
put your shoes on? 1

put it in. 9
you put it in. 9

yeah, you put it in. 9
are you gonna put it in your bank? 4

put it ripit in in the hack. 9
should we put the pipe hack in? 2
should we put the car in there? 10

put the pipe in the puma like this. 2
you could put her in there too. 4
you could put the lady in there. 4

now you can put the gramma in there. 9
put the gramma in the truck. 9
put the dolly in the purse too? 10

don't put the doll in your mouth. 1

don't put the pipe in your mouth though, OK? 2
put that end in your mouth. 1

put the car inside the truck. 9
put the car inside here. 7

say John put the car inside of the truck. 9
put it inside the truck. 9
put your truck back together. 9

do you want me to put it back? 9
put it hack. 9

can you put it back together? 9
put it together. 9

you put it together. 9
you put it together, momma. 9

can you put it hack together again? 10
you wanna put it together? 9

wanna put it back? 9
wanna put her hack? 7

you can put her up here. 4
and put the car up here. 9

put the gramma into the trick. 9

TABLE 27. All 40 "see" sentences used by mothers.

Sentence Mother

see? ( 10) 1,2,3,5,6,10
let's Nee. ( 2 ) 3,2
let's see the *-4c4s once. 2

see the truck? 1
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TABLE 27 ( Cont.)

Sentence Mother

see the car? 8
see the dolly? 10

did you see the dolly? 10
see the gramma. 8
see the dolly's eyes? 10
see the dolly's pretty hair? 10
see the baby over there? 2

wanna see that baby? 4
see her eyes? 10
see her hair? 5
see it? 2
see her pretty hair? 10

wanna see this? 4
see this little part right here? 7

see that holey 7,10
see this little hole? 10
see, that little thing's gotta fit

in there like that. 7

wanna see what's in the purse?
see what's inside?

7
2

let's see if you can fix it. 10
see if you can fix it. 10
see how it fits together? 6

let's see if he's still in there. 6

see she went night night?
see her eyes are closed?

10
7

TABLE 28. All 31 "make," "give," and "take" sentences used by mothers.

Sentence Mother

make the lady walk. 5
make the car go. (2) 9
make the car go inside of the

truck. 9
you make the truck go and Ill make

the car go. 10
make the truck go ch000. 9
make the truck go errrr. 9
make the truck go 00000. 9
make it go together. 1

you don't make sense at all. 1

sure give the car a ride. 10
give me a kiss before you go. (4) 3

can you put this car on top of here and
give it a ride. 7
give me your foot. 1

give her a ride. 4
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TABLE 28 (Cont.)

Sentence Mother

or are you gonna give it hack to the lady? 4
give her a lose. 3
give me a kiss. 3

you gonna take her for a ride? 9
take her for a ride. 9
take her fora ride there. 9

wanna take her booties off? 7
take the truck apart. 9

do you wanna take the truck apart? 9
take it apart? 9

now your gonna take it t. .rt.
take it each hand, one end

in each hand.

10

8
you take it this way. 8

shall we take everything out now? 10
they'll take care of her. 3

I'm gonna take this away and put it over
here. 9

TABLE 29. Sentences of the same form as those reported in Tables 25-28, but involving
different verbs.

Sentence Mother

close it. 6
close it up. 5
close the purse. 7
squeeze that together. 5
tell her good night. 7
try and get it. 7
be careful. (2) 1

you have to be careful. 6
you have to untie the bow. 8

now pick the dolly up. 3

let her in. 5
now use your hand. 3

don't use your teeth. 3
don't hit her, love her. 3

watch your fingers. 5
watch the dolly's eyes. 10
watch this. 5
now watch. 10
remember that truck from last

time? 1

come on. ( 3) 1,7
come on now. 2
come here. 1

come back here. 3

say little doll. 3
say beep. 5
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TABLE 29. (Cont.)

Sentence

say ni ni.
can you say purse?
can you say grammy?
can you say fingers?

can you shut it?
you want me to shut it?

now you want me tp shut it?

you want me to

you
you
you

and you
you
you

can you

you

are you gonna

open. (5 )
open it?
open it up and let's see?
open.
open it.
talk funny.
turn it up.
like the truck?
pull these.
pull the string.
push it.
push it up?
push hard.
push the truck.
pail the truck.
ic ye the dolly?

rt up.
you wanna get down?

get the ca. out of the truck.
can you get the car out?

can you
can you

you
now you
yeah you

shall I

find her toes?
find the car?
find it.
find it.
find it.
find the (NI , John?

let's fix the doily's legs.
let's fix her legs.

can Jeffrey fix it?
want me to fix it?

you can fix it?
and you can sit on the chair.

you gonna

you just
you gotta

want that to
and then you just

it's gonna
you gonna

are yuu gonna
don't

hug her?
go like this.
go ( blows ). (3 )
go like that.
go right in there like
go in there?
go around her neck.
go around that truck
go bye bye?
go to sleep?
go too far.

that.

Mother

7
2,5

5

2
6
6

3,5
5
5
3
3
7

10
9
8
8
2
9
5
7
7

10

1
7
9
7

7
9
9
9
9
9

7
7

10
7
7
9

4
1
1
8
7
6
8
2
3
7
3
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TABLE 29 (Cont.)

SfIltPrier Mother

posh. 5
listen. (3) 5,7
wait. 9
peek. (3) 5

Sentence Pattern Within Mothers. A second major sentence pattern in-
volved the use of a small set of words in the sentence initial position, followed
by is. Following are examples of this type of sentence:

Mother
that's a car. 2
there's the car. 10
it's a Tonka truck. 3, 4
here's a car.

The most cc)mmon sentencr., frame within the speech of individual mothers
was that + + noun phrase or that + 's + adjective. Thirty-two such sen-
tences occurred in the total sample of speech. These sentences were well dis-
tributed among mothers and constituted sentence frames within the speech of
several mothers. Seven mothers produced at least three such sentences and
three mothers produced five or more. The following are examples of sentence
frames within the speech of individual mothers.

Mother 2
that's a car.
that's n trailer.
that's a baby's pipe.
that's the baby s pipe.

Mother 3
that's a tnek.
that's the way.
that's nice.
that's nice.

Mother 8
that's right.
that's right.
that's right.
that's good.
that's perfect.
that's the front of the truck.

The total sanyk of "that's" sentences is reported in Table 19.
The sentence frame is appeared to be part of this pattern, but was not as

c,,nunon. Sentences with the form it is occurred 15 times in the total sample.
These sentences are reported in Table 19. They occurred more than three
times in the speech of only one mother, and in that case, quite repetitively.
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Mother 10
Its too big.
it's too big.
Its too big.
its a nice dolly?
its all ready to go.

Sentence frames invoking there and here appeared to be at least somewhat
related to "that's" and "it's" sentences.

Mother
there's a ear in there. 1

there's a pipe in there. 2
there's a baby's pipe. 2
there is something in there. 5
there's the meek. 9
there's the car. 10

there's a pipe in there, isn't there. 2

here's a purse. 10
here's a purse. 10
here's the dolly's nose. 10
here's a ear. 9
here's a big truck.

These sentences occurred only with a noun phrase, while "that's" and "it's"
sentences were also followed by adjectives. Sentences involving there and here
seem related to "that's-it's" frames for s....veral reasons. The same noun phrases
follow both "that's" and "there's" sentences. This is shown in the initial sample
under Sentence Pattern II and in Table 19. Sequential strings occur that con-
tain both "that's" and "here's" sentences.

Mother 10
where's her nose?
that's Jeffrev's nose.
here's the holly's nose.
that's the dolly's nose.

Mother 2
that's the baby's pipe.
see the baby's pipe over there?
there's the baby's pipe.
that's the baby's pipe.

Pattern 11: Extensions. NVhde extensions of Pattern I generally invoked the
imbedding of a Pattern I sentence in another sentence, extensions of Pattern II
were generally transformations of Pattern II sentences into questions. Three
basic extensions of Pattern II occurred: "what," "where'," and inverted yes/
questions. The set of "what" questii:iss that occurred can be described by the
b liowing diagram;

1

this
that

what is
(in) there
( in) here

i
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"What's" sentences question the set of words that form the base for
Pattern II. Sequential sentences also occurred that related "what" sentences
to other sentences in this patteni.

Afother .5
what that?
it's a graminy.

Al other 3
what is that?
what is it?

The sentence frame where + is + noun phrases seemed most closely related
to the "here's" and "there's" sentences. The following nonsequential sentence
frames occurred in the mothers' speech:

Mother 10
where's her nose?
where's her nose?
where's the dolly's nose?
where's the rest of the truck?
where's the rest of the tnick?
where's the car?

Afother
where's the dolly's toes?
where's tin dolle's toes?
where are her toes?

Mother 9
where's the car?
where's the car?
where's the car, John?

Other mothers used the same kinds of sentences.

Mother
where's her nose? 5
where's her shoe? 1

where's the other one? 1

These sentences involve the same noun phrases as the "there's," "here's,"
"that's." and "it's" sentences. For the most part thc e noun phrases coded the
objects on the table in the room with the mother and child. Table 30 provides
frequency information for the sentence frames in Sentence Pattern II.

The most frequent question form is the inverted ves/no question. Of the
grammatically complete yes/no questions, 22% can be described by the follow-
ing form.

is

this
that
there
it
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TABLE 30. The frequency of sentences belonging to Sentence Pattern II.

Form Frequency

that is 32
there is 9
here is 5
it is 15

is that 14
is this 2
is there 4
is it 3

where is 15

what is that 4
what is this 4
what is ( in ) there 4
what is (in) here 3
what is it 5

Total 119

These sentences are repotted in Table 31. Again, "there" sentences seemed
somewhat different in that they generally questioned the contents of a location,
while the other sentences seemed to use a question form to name an object.

Mother
is that a pipe? 1, 2
is that a car? 2
is it pennies? 4
isn't this cute? 4
is there something in there? 5
is there a pipe in there? 2

TA HEE 31. Sentences beginning with "is that," "is it," and Is there."

Sentence

is that a pipe?
is that a baby?
is that a car?
is that a little car?
is that a lady?
is that red?
is that fun?
isn't that nice?

is it pennies?
is it a pretty. dress?

isn't this cute?
isn't that cute?

is there anything in there?
is there something in there?
is there something in the purse?
is there a pipe in there?

Frequency Mother

3 1,2
1 1

1 2
1 7
1 5
1 2
1 5
1 10

1 4
1 4

1 4
3 2,8

1 10
1 5
1 5
1 2
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Inverted yes/no questions of this form occulted as sentence frames in the
speech of some mothers.

Mother 1
is that a pipe?
is that a pipe?
is that a baby?

Mother 2
is that a car?
is that a pipe?
is that red?
is there a pipe in there?

Mother 4
is it a pretty dress?
is it pennies?

Mother 5
is there something in there?
is there something in there?

These same sentences were related sequentially to other sentences in this
category in the speech of individual mothers.

Mother 2
that's a car.
is that a car?

Mother 4
what is it?
is it pennies?

Mother 5
what is that?
it's grammy.
is that a lady?

Mother 5
is there something in there?
is there something in there?
open it up and let's see.
nothing in there.
there is something in there.

There was at least one other sentence frame that seemed to occur in the
speech of some of the mothers. It had the form here + pronoun + come or
there 4- pronoun + go. For the most part these seemed to be relatively stereo-
typed sentences. Here are some examples.

Mother 2
here it comes.
hem it comes.
here it comes.
here it comes again.

there we go.
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Mother 9
there it goes.
there it goes.
there it goes.
there Soo go.
there you go.
there you go.
there you go.
there you go.
there you go.

These sentences occurred occasionally in the speech of other mothers. It is
difficult to know if this represents an important pattern in mother's speech.

Pattern II: Sequential Extensions. As was the case with Pattern I, there
were also sequential occurrences of Pattern II sentences in mothers' speech.

Mother 2
that's a ear.
is that a car?

Mother 2
that's the baby's pipe.
see the baby over there?
there's the hall's pipe.
that's the baby s pipe.

Mother 4
what is it?
is it pennies?

Mother 5
what is that?
it's granuny.
is that a lady?

Mother 9
where's the ear?
the car's in the purse.

Mother 10
where's the dolly's nose?
where's her nose?
that's her mouth.
where's her nose?
where's her nose?
here's the dolly's nose.
that's the dolly's nose.

The mother sometimes asked and answered her own question. This appears
to be the source of the pairings from Mothers 2, 4, and 5. The mother is request-

!tt p.,;,,titig behavior from her son. The eight sentences to nernr
because he fails to understand. In fact, he makes unsuccessful attempts, and
finally his mother shows him and codes the situation.

The following set from Mother 5 pairs a question and its declarative counter-
part.
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Mother 5
is then' something in there?
is there something in there?
open it up and let's see.
nothing in there.
there is something in there.

Other Sequential Combinations. Sometimes the two sentence patterns were
paired in sequential sentences used by mothers. Mother 5 combine's the sen-
tence patterns in an interesting way.

Mother 5
that's hard.
push.
push hard.

Mother 9 seems to be repeatedly naming the car for her child in this sequence.

.Mother 9
here's the car.
see the car.
look at the blue car.

A sequence from Mother 7 exemplifies several things. First, the phrase "in
the purse" is changed to "there." The sentence "wanna see what's in the
purse?" is both expanded and reduced in the sentence "you wanna look in there
and see what's in there?" Then the subsentence "what's in the purse?" occurs
three times in three forms.

Mother 7
wanna see what's in the purse?
listen.
von wanna look in there and see what's in there?
look at.
what's in there?
what is this?

In the set of sentences from Mother 7, the two primary sentence patterns are
paired. "What's in there?" is a part of a sentence I have grouped with impera-
tives. The mother then pulls that subsentence out and use it alone. All of this
occurs at the surface level in the' mother s speech.

Mother 9 also does this sort of thing in the' following set of sentences:

in gonna look and see what's in this purse.
what's in the purse?
what's in then.?
is gramma in there?
look and sec if grair.,'t ilie purse.

Vhen I attempted to find two examples of a mother pairing the' imperative
sentence pattern with Pattern II sentenes, I found the entlient of the two ex-
amples was similar. The situation of looking in the purse, or getting the child
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to look in the parse. seemed to generate a particular kind of sentence.
In the following set the mother codes two aspects of the situation in isolation,

and then combines the two in the same sentence:

Atothe 10
luck at tin. lad, chills.
isn't that nice:°
it's a nice little dolly.

Sentence Manipulation. Mothers pair sentences in another way; they follow
a sentence with another that either expands or reduces the first sentence. Some-
times the first sentence is just a noun, a noun phrase, or perhaps an adjective.

M Other 2
there.
a pipe.
is that a pipe?

Mother 4

isn't that cute.
do you think that's cute?

Mother 10
this one
the blue car?
do you want the blue car?

Sometimes the mother manipulates the internal structure of the sentence as
she produces successive sentences.

Mother 3
put the little doll down.
put the doll right down on the table.
put the little doll on the table.

Mother 3
ssho's that?
who's crying?

that won't fit.
it's too it!.
this car would fit.
this would fit

Mother 3
Becky's ok
l'in sure Becky's ok.

In the following sequence the mother changed a positive question to a
negative question in response to the da.:.

Mother 7
did you finish your doughnut?
did you finish your doughnut?
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Child: tin tin
no?
didn't you finish your doughnut?

In the next sequence the same mother changed the stress pattern of a sen-
tence. The pair of words contracted changed as she shifted the stress pattern.

Mother 7
we aren't going any place.
Kristen, we're not gonna go any place.
were not gonna go any place right now.

Mothers sometimes substituted a noun for a pronoun or a pronoun for a noun
in otherwise similar sentences produced sequentially.

Mother 4
you could put the lady in there.
you could put her in there too.

Mother 7
where's the dolly's toes?
where's the dolly's toes?
where are her toes?
are her toes here?
can you find her toes?

In die preceding sentences the mother substituted the pronoun her for dolly's.
All of these sentences ask the child to point to the doll's toes. The mother codes
this in several ways sequentially fur the child so that he is repeatedly exposed
to the same message.

Simple, Active, Declarative Sentences. Simple, active, declarative sentences
were problematic. They occurred with some frequency, but they didn't seem to
cluster in the kinds of pi terns I have called sentence frames. The simple.
active. declarative sentence as been used as an example of the simplest kind
of sentence :end has been considered basic to the process of learning sentence
structure ( &aim., 1963 ). The following simple, active, declarative sentences
did occur. but I could find no compelling way to group them.

Mother
her arm can move. 4

the truck fell over.
the car fell nut. 9
there we fixed it. 10

Only Mothers 4 and 9 presented sentences that were even suggestive of a
tlelaratve sentence frame.

Mother 4
she likes it.
she sits up real good.
she can't get up.
she won't fit.
she could lay down.
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Mother 9
she says hi to you.
she says hi to you.
she says hi.

Child 4 used several two- and three-word sentences during the session and
was linguistically most advanced. The sentences to Child 4 don't seem to con-
stitute a sentence frame as I have been using the term here. They just begin
with the same word.

DISCUSSION

In this chapter, attention was focused on the word-to-word form of the
mothers' speech. Although it is not possible to determine from this study what
aspects of the mothers' speech facilitate language learning, this is my ultimate
interest. Eventually the young, language-learning child will: know which acous-
tic sequences constitute words and sentences, and how to create and interpret
them. The younger children in this study were using one- and two-word sen-
tences. These children were just beginning to crack the code that is speech.
At this point it seemed most appropriate to examine the speech the children
were exposed to at a word-to-word level; this is the level at which they must
operate, even if they have elaborate innate language skills with preprogrammed
syntax and innately defined syntactic categories. No matter how complete the
child's grammatical knowledge is, he still must identify the sequences that are
words and the context in which those words occur. He must translate 0:9
acoustic signals he hears into units and patterns.

Studies of adult conversational speech indicate that these units are not always
clearly defined in the speech adults address to one another. The evidence in this
study indicates that units are defined much more clearly in the speech ad-
dressed to the young child.

Common Language Style

In talking with young children, mothers use single words as complete re-
marks. This was true to some extent of all of the mothers and the tendency to
do this decreased with the age3 of the mothers' speaking partners. Single words
used as complete remarks are nteresting in that they provide the child with a
clear look at word boundaries In continuous speech, even in the speech of
mothers to their younger children, words are not separated from one another
by pauses. If the child is to create sentences, he must identify word boundaries.
Single words bounded by pauses allow the child to identify the unity of a word,
and perhaps also to identify that sequence when he encounters it in the context
of a sentence. A substantial number of the words used as single-word sentences
were also incorporated in longer sentences.

There was a similarity in the style of speech across mothers; different mothers
used the same sentences. With all of the discussion about the novelty of speech
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and the creativity of the speaking situation, it's interesting that about VY.1 of the
sentences used by any one mother were also used by some other mother.

There was a tendency for mothers to repeat sentences that they themselves
had said before. Repetitions, especially sequential repetitions, give the child a
seomd -look" at 3 sentence and 3 C01111 chance to pl'OCVIS it.

At a more abstract level, mothers seem to construct their sentences in similar
ways. For example, the three verbs look, put, and see ( used in the extended im-
pe'rative sentence form ) account fur almost a fifth of the total sample of sen-
tences. All the sentences built on this pattern account for about two-fifths of
the total sample. Mothers seem to construct their sentence's in the same ways,
and to use the same words as well

In addition, evidence from the first two chapters suggests that a common
language style may occur at a different level of analysis. The mothers made
consistent and substantial moclificptions in the temporal patterning of their
speech. These modifications were related directly to the age of the mother's
speaking partner.

In general there seems to be evidence that mothers adopt a common sentence
pattern and a common style of speech as they talk with their young children.
This common speech pattern becomes inure "adult like" as mothers talk with
their older children.

Language Style

Single Words. Before I began this study, I did not anticipate the use of
single-word responses. Other investigators of mothers' speech had talked only
about fully developed sentences ( Drach, 1969). No one really discussed the
occurrence' of single words as complete remarks.

These single words provide the child with information about word bound-
aries. They allow the child to identify the boundaries of the particular word
being used. In addition, when that word is used in context, this knowledge
should aid the child In identifying the boundaries of other words.

There seemed to be two primary purposes to the mothers' speech: coaxing
the child into action, and naming objects and feelings for the child. Single
words were used in these two way!. they also seemed to be used to get the
child's attention. Words like listen, here, there, and the child's own name have
an attention getting force.

Grammatically Incomplete Responses. Brown and liellugi (1964) comment
that northers use short, simple. grammatically complete. sentence's. My initial
impression was that the mothers in this study also used complete sentences, but
this proved to be incorrect. Grammatically incomplete sentences should be dis-
tincuished from broken sentences. In sveaking with the younger children,
mohers did not stop in the middle of a sentence and begin another. Almost all
the sentences used by mothers were complete in the sense of sentence terminal
intonation contour or of a complete thought. They were, however, incomplete
in that they were not fully developed, grammatical sentences. In addition,
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these sentences were incomplete or grammatically undeveloped in the same or
similar ways. In general the subject noun phrase was incomplete or missing.
Most of these incomplete sentences belonged to Sentence Pattern I, the sen-
tence pattern built on imperative form sentences.

In the play situation the mother and the Younger child talked and played
with the objects on the table. Sometimes the mother tried to get the child to do
somethingput on his shoes, for example, or sit on the chair. The child was
generally the subject of those sentences. The mother talked to the child, face
to fact., in an intimate. situation Sentence-subject reference to the child carries
little information in this situation; it is generally clear to whom the mother is
referring. The same is true when the mother is referring to herself in some of
the situations. When the mother says, "can't get it open," as she tries to open
the purse, it is clear that the subject of the sentence is I. To make these kinds
of determinations accurately requires information not only about the verbal
behavior of the mother but also about the situation itself. Unfortunately, only
two of the mothers were videotaped and no attempt has been made, thus far,
to systematically relate the action to the verbal behavior of the mother. Any
extensive discussion of grammatically incomplete responses will require this.
In any sentence with elements missing, several interpretations of the fully de-
veloped sentence are possible.. Accurate knowledge of the situation is required
if reliable judgments about the expansion of grammatically incomplete sen-
tences are to be made.

Imperative sentences constitute about one-fourth of the total sample of
sentences. An imperative sentence contains no subject noun phrase. The gen-
eral account of imperative's holds that the imperative has, in its deep structure,
the subject you. In the realization of the sentence., you has been deleted (Katz
and Postal, 1964). Sometimes the mother expands the imperative sentence by
the addition of you in the sentence subject position. The imperative itself seems
to constitute another instance of the deletion of the subject noun phrase.

Mothers also frequently omit be and do. These words are generally unstressed
and carry little. meaning. Sentences like "she cute?" "she got pretty eves?" and
"this a car?" are all less than complete grammatically. The missing elements
all carry little meaning in the context of the sentence. They are also representa-
tive. of the kinds of deletions children make.

Sonic grammatically incomplete response's are sentence constituants. Gen-
erally they constitute noun phrase's. In some instances such noun phrases either
precede or follow a fully complete sentence containing the same noun phrase.
This kind of juxtaposition of a noun phrase and a sentence could provide the
child with some insight into the construction of sentences.

Sentence Pattern 1. Sentence Pattern I is based on the imperative form sen-
tence. Fur the most part these sentences request some physical action on the
part of the child. The imperatives themselves provide an uncluttered look at
the verb phrase.. The constraints of individual verbs become, perhaps, more ap-
parent in the context of an imperative sentence. There is a tendency to use
the same noun phrase's to complete sentences involving different verbs. Again,
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the verbs generally request action from the child. In the expansion of impera-
tive sentences, you is sometimes preposed on the sentence. The imperatives are
often expanded into waxing questions. Vhen a mother, within a short period
of time, expands the vers same sentence in a variety of ways, she is potentially
providing the child with information about the construction of sentences. She
is also providing information about boundaries; sentences are only expanded,
broken, or reconstructed at word boundaries.

Sentence Pattern II. Sentence Pattern II was somewhat less common in this
sample. There is subjective evidence that the proportion of these kinds of sen-
tences may increase in the storytelling situation. Sentence Pattern II consists
primarily of naming n asking for a name. The sentences are constructed around
a small set of words including these:

this
that
here
there
it

1 is .1 what
k where

A small group of noun phrases and adjectives is used to complete the sen-
tences. Both questions and statements are included in this category. The manip-
ulation of sentences within this category may also provide the child with im-
portant insights into sentence construction. Mothers were observed to juxtapose
statements and questions containing common vocabulary in this form.

There are some things the child is not exposed to here. Previously I noted
that the child was not exposed to strong patterns or groups of sentences that
were simple, active, declarative sentences with a noun subject and a main
verb. The idea seems unlikely that the simple, active, declarative forms the
base for all other sentences as the child is learning to construct sentences.

The notion of left to right sentence construction also seems unlikely if this
sample represents the corpus from which the child learns. Within these samples,
sentences are internally manipulated; they are expanded on the left, on the
right, and internal to the sentence structure. The most common kind of sentence
expansion is probably the proposing of sentence elements; the second most
common is probably internal sentence manipulation. The child is exposed to a
selected and restricted corpus of speech, but its selection and restrictions are
not in agreement with those predicted on the basis of some descriptions of
child language acquisition.

Sentence Manipulations. Mothers were observed not only to repeat sen-
tences, but also to expand, reduce, and internally manipulate sentence struc-
ture in sequentially produced sentences. Where the vocabulary is held con-
stant but the form of the sentence is varied, the child is exposed to information
about word boundaries, acceptable order, and the effect of certain transforma-
tions. At this time the child is not vet ready to use this information in 11;s own
speech, but it's interesting to know that it's available in the mother's speech.
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Qualifications

This study was conducted in a laboratory setting, and the speech samples
were taken within a short period of time. There are both advantages and dis-
advantages to this kind of a sample. Ifs difficult to generalize freely to the
natural environment of the child. There is no assurance that the mothers talk
in this manner as they feed and care for their children. On the other hand, if
consistent and substantial changes occur in the mother's speech over a short
period of time and in an unnatural situation, it may indicate that the effect of
the child or the child's age on the mother's speech is relatively powerful. In
this study, for example, there was no order effect for the children. The mothers
modified their speech in the same direction with respect to the child's age no
matter which child they saw first.

The mothers in this study were a selected sample. The intent was to select
them on the basis of their language-teaching skill. They were in fact also se-
lected. or at least unique, in that they had above average educations. This kind
of sample may bias the study and the effect of that bias needs to be explored.
Do some mothers who are good language teachers use a different speech pat-
tern with their children?

There is another set of interesting questions that relates to the relevance of
the observed changes in mothers' speech to the language-learning process. From
this study it is not possible to directly relate the mothers' speech pattern to
the language-learning process. This kind of statement would require a direct
intervention in a situation where speech and language skills are not being
acquired and the environment is not providing these kinds of speech patterns.
Would the child learn if the speech he heard was changed in this way?
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General Summary

This paper attempted to identify a unique style used by mothers as they
talk with their young children and, in some cases, to contrast that style with
the speech mothers address to older children and to adults. Speech style was
described in terms of th temporal patterning, fluency, and content of the
speech. Content was considered in a number of different ways. 1TR, percent
of repetition within a mother, and percent of overlap in sentences used by
different mothers were all calculated.

In addition to these measures, the mothers' sentences were described with
respect to two sentence patterns that seemed to emerge from the data, and in
terms of the nature of the sequential sentences mothers produced.

In general, the mothers' speech was slow, with pauses located always, and
only, at sentence boundaries when they talked with their younger children.
They used a small range of vocabulary and often repeated what they had said,
with and without variation. Mothers seldom used linguistically meaningless
*epetitions or interjections in talking with their younger children and they
seldom produced broken sentences.

Mothers' sentences seemed to fall into two major sentence patterns. One
pattern is built on the imperative sentence and in general expands that sentence
form in a variety of ways. The other sentence pattern includes variations and
permutations of a "be" sentence with that, this, it, there, or here. Mothers also
used single-word and grammatically incomplete responses in talking with their
younger children.
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Appendix 1

INDIVIDUAL SUBJECT DATA

individual subject's ages, test scores, order, and important notes. Grammatical closure and
auditory association mean standard scores = 36. One standard deviation = 6.

Age of Av of
Age of Younger Older
Mother Child Child PM Grammatical Auditory Child

Subject (Years) (Months) (Months) Percentile Closure Association Order
1 27 18 46
2 27 21 48
3 25 22, 47
4 28 26 94
5 28 21 63
6 34 21 78
7 28 18 45
8 26 25¢ 45
9 39 18 65

10 41 20 70

Mean 30.3 21 59.9

(41) (42)
(54) (54) Y-0
(87) (53) Y-0
(47) (51) oyt
(47) (37) Y-0
(53) (47) Y-0
(85) (58) O.Y
(56) ( 47) O.Y
(45) (44) 0-Y
(53) (50) Y-0

52.5 48.3 -
Adopted.
+Twin
I First session used.
()Some motor system damage at birth-not walking.

Individual subject data for disfluencies per 100 words used by mothers with their older
and younger children in a play situation and a storytelling situation and in conversation with
an adult.

Subject

Older Younger Adult
ConversationPlay Story Play Story

1 0.5 0.3 0.7 0.4 3.5
2 0.3 0.5 0.8 0.2 6.8
3 1.3 1.1 0.7 0.5 4.0
4 2.1 0.8 0.3 1.3 5.5
5 1.5 0.8 0.3 0.4 3.3
6 3.3 1.8 1.5 0.7 8.0
7 1.0 0.4 0.2 0.8 2.6
8 2.5 0.8 0.0 1.3 4.8
9 1.9 0.7 1.1 0.7 5.8

10 1.7 0.7 0.2 0.5 4.9
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Individual subject data fur typ -token ratio used by mothers in talking with their older
and vounger children in a play situation and a storyelling situation and in conversation with
an adult.

Subject

(niler
Play Story

_ . .

Younger

Play Story
Adult

Conversation

1

__
0.fitH) 0.595 0.530 0.580 0.620

2 0.575 0.625 0.520 0.510 0.630
3 0.640 0.530 0.550 0.450 0.580
4 0.630 0.675 0.570 0... 10 0.675
5 0.610 0.520 0.550 0.44..; 0.690
6 0.640 0.590 0.515 0.570 0.690
7 0.615 0.555 0.530 0.420 0.625
8 0.600 0.610 0.615 0.500 0.670
9 0.555 0.555 0.430 0.455 0.660

10 0.650 0.625 0.450 0.450 0.665

Mean number of words per minute used by mothers with their younger children and
older children in a play situation and a storytelling situation and in conversation with an adult.

Subject

-

_Older
Play Story

Younger

Play Story
Adult

Conversation

1 74.4 139.0 54.6 92.6 122.6
2 73.8 120.2 79.0 107.2 106.4
3 91.5 129.0 60.8 125.0 114.6
4 58.2 94.6 64.0 94.4 108.8
5 66.4 107.0 32.2 104.2 125.4

92.2 147.8 58.8 116.8 152.2
7 123.2 180.2 90.6 141.0 194.2
8 72.4 94.6 34.0 110.4 120.6
9 129.2 147.8 131.8 146.4 154.0

10 81.0 114.8 86.0 113.2 127.8
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Appendix 2

CODED PROTOCOLS OF MOTHERS' SPEECH

SPEECH SAMPLE CODED FOR UTTERANCE TYPE

The 12 one-minute speech samples used in the sentence identification study were seg.
milord and coded according to the following set of toles; in deriving the coded speech
samples. both the tape recording and the written protocol of the speech were used. In
general, the ealier's speech was broken into the smallest syntactically cohesive units possi-
ble. The following material describes the sentence code used;

Scntrue
C1H14

Complete, well-formed sentence --I used my own judgment.

+? Less than well-formed sentences. These sentences seemed by content and in-
timation pattern to in' complete, but not wholly grammatical. Most fell into two
categories: t 1 ) phrases used in answer to a question or as a comment, or (2)
sentences in which the snbject was omitted.

Br Broken sentences that appeared to he abruptly stopped and abandoned.
Another kind of broken sentence is one in which the speaker stops in the

middle, retraces a part of the sentence, and then goes on to finish. The broken
sentence is marked ( Br) at the point where it is retraced. In the margin, the
sentence is marked as less than well-formed ( +?).

Sing Single words which were, in themselves, coniplete remarks: generally, either
signs of affirmation or negation t ok, no, all right, un-un), or holophrastie
sentences t "listen," "we," "there," "here," "look at"). Such remarks were gen-
erally carried by a sentence intonation contour,

Int Interjected or intruded sounds, words, or phrases inserted into the stream of
speech without apparent meaning, including the "ah" of filled pauses as well
as filler words and phrases like. "well" and "you know."

Also included in this category were any conjunctions which joined two other-
wise complete sentences or which were used to begin an otherwise complete
sentence. There seemed to be evidence from other studies that conjunctions
were being used in ways that interfered with the identification of sentence's

Phillips, 1970; Oravh, 1969). The mothers in this study used conjunctions
often, especially in speaking to the adult, and the conjunctions were often in-
appropriate, either ss ntactically or semantically, or both. For example, in the
following speech of a mother, five complete sentences are joined to one' another
by and, so, and because. In some instances the sentences are in the right rela-
tionship o each other to be conjoined.

I worked with him a lot more than I do with her probably because
we're redoing our house now and we're busier and we're in more
activities. I think. because we did spend a lot more time with him
and I know Fue I Bt.

The second bcauw seems clearly inappropriate. and while any two of the
first set of sentences timid be joined by an and, they all are joined together. In
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coding the sentences in this set, the decision was mach. to consider all conjunc-
tions which join two otherwise complete sentences as being interjected into
the speech. The segment was coded in the following way:

S lattice
Code Speech

I worked with him a lot more than I do with her
Int probably because

we're redoing our house now
Int and

we're busier
but and

were in more activities, I think
Int because

we did spend a lot more time with him
Int and
Br I know I'm (B)

In that stream of speech there were five complete sentences, five interjected
words, and one broken sentence.

Several other aspects of the speech were also coiled within the hotly of this sample. The
location of a break in a broken sentence was marked by ( B). Interjections internal to a
sentence were marked ( ). and repetitions were marked where they ()mimed, with (B).
Data from the pause detection process and the sentence identification study were also
marked,in this !.ample. Pauses were marked where they occurred with /0.00/ to indicate the
time in seconds. /I)/ was used to indicate pauses which were clearly perceived by a listener
but not identified mechanically because of background noise. Twelve /P/ pauses were
identified. They involved four of the 1:2 speech samples and constituted 7.77 of the total
number of pauses identified. Four of the /I)/ pauses were in the speech to an adult and
eight of the pauses were in the speech to an older child. One to an adult and one to a child
were midsentene pauses; the rest were sentence terminal.

The distribution of these pauses seems unlikely to have biased the results in the direction
of the findings. Their exclusion would inflate die results.

No /1); pauses occurred in the speech to the younger child. This %sus not because noise
was not a problem; to noise, especially, occurred frequently when the mother %%as talking
with the younger child. It is more likely that pauses in the speech of the mother to the
yiningr child were long enough so that at least some portion of the pause was identified.
Ilowever, it may be that the duration of pauses in the mother's speech to the 'Imager child
is depressed.

The svinlail »4- was used to note terminal sentence boundaries identified by 80% or more
of the judges its the sentence identification study.

Individual Protocols

Identification of sentence boundaries and paies in the speech of Mother 5 to an adult:
senterwe identification study segment timber 5.

Sentence
Code Speech
Br no that's ( B )
+ Jan /0.31/ made, that
Int and
+ it was Sherry's
Int and
Br then we ( B)
Br I have a niece that's a little bit older than ( B) ah (I) /1,10/
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Int well
+ she's about the same age as Kim I guess
Int so
+ I gave them a spring coat of hers
Int and

we'se been trading ha( k and forth # #
Adult: oh that's really Mee if sou tan do that I I guess I didn't remember it from them

but but wlwn I was taking it off of her it it's pretty
Sing veali
+ I wish I could sew as well as she does ##
+ she sews beautifully /0.91)/ # #
Adult: well when she tackled those drapes that was
Int and
+? designing her own %Aimee for the dining room and everything
Sing oh
+ she really has a knack for it /0.98/ it #
Adult: veah sou know the' last time thev were they were shopping for a couch I think

the last did they ever find it
+ she found some material that she liked
Int bid
Br sh (B)
Int you know
+ it's just a small swatch
Int and
+ she said, "I can't tell from that"
+ "get me a bigger piece"
Int so
+ I can at least see some of the pattern
Int and
+ I think they didn't like it after they saw it
+? ss as /0.28/ too big or something
Int so
+ she's still looking

Identification of sentence boundaries and pauses in the speech of Mother 5 to an older
child: seldom. identification study segment number 8.

Sentence
Code Speech
+? drive the truck or crash /P/ ##
Child: she fall off
+ she likes to drive with her feet /P/ ##
Child: no she can

she's tall enough to
+? to see over
Sing yeah
+ she can can't she
Sing see
+ her eyes are right over there /0.38/ ##
Child: and pretend she saw

and this car wasn't still in here see
I cast figure out
see the car can go away in front and you can see

Int and
+ it Won't fall off /1.91! ##
+ what happens if it /0.88/ gets squashed down and falls off /1.8-1/ ##

Child: it can go look at
+ is that /0.62/ car too big or too small to go through that hole /1.14/ ##
Child: its too big because
+? the hole is what too small /0.40/ # #
Child: un hn it's too ski skinny
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+? too skinny /0.76/ ##
Sing see

you got the baby again /0.86/ # #
tarry likes the socks /0.36/ # #

Identification of sentence boundaries and pauses in the speech of Mother 5 to a younger
child: sentence identification study segment number 2.

Sentence
Code Speech
Child: see

can you say f .igers ##
Child: sock

see
shoe un
pre see

Sing pretty /0.44/
Sing mmnim /0.30/
Child: a sockv

does she have any eyes /2.46/ ##
Child eyes see eyes

where's her where's her (II) nose /0.50/ ##
Child: ah nose

say beep /1.26/ ##
Child: her mo
+? this a car? ##
Child: mom
Sing oh
+? want her over here
Sing srk /1.80/ ##

is there something in the purse /0.88/ ##
is there something in there /2.80/ ##
open it up and let's see at /1.66/ ##

Child: in there
+? nothing in there /0.48/ ##

there is something in there /0.58/ ##
Child: uh out

what is that /1.02/ ##
its granny /0.44/ ##

Identification of sentence boundaries and pauses in the speech of Mother 7 to an adult:
sentence identification study segment number 10.

Sentence
Code Speech
Sing oh
+ I've been talking to m; friends about it since last week
Int and
+ we all think that the first ones learn faster
Int because
+ you spend more time with them /0.34/
Int and
-4- the second ones get what they want /0.66/ ##
Adult: v.....11 from the first ones or from you
Int well
+? from the first ones
Int because
Br they can Just (B) /0.56/
+ like we all say. "see what she wants"
Int and
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he takes care of her
Int and

he understands her /0.44/
Int

don't think she has to ..,mmunicate as much as he did /0.30/ ##
Ado It: ((111 rim sou I-111mill. that %On that you did that vim felt were like like

walls really trs ing
Sin yeahSint;

I worked with hint a lot more than I do with her /0.52/ ##
Int probably InTaust.

«v're redoing our house now
Int and

sst.'r busier /0.68/
Int and
-4- «t're its more avtibities I think /0.48/
Int because

we did spend a lot more tittle with him
Int and
Br I know I'm (B

sometimes I fed sorts had about it
hotut

Br I suppose ( B )
don't know

the ne next I HI Year he's going to nursery school
Int

then I know I'11 do the same with her
-4- I'll :0.38 you know ( I) try to teach her things in the kitchen
Int hecause

I taught him everything in the kitchen
-r he van frY an egg by himself now and von know (I) fix his own breakfast and

everything
Int which /9.38/

he could when he was two

Metallic atittn of sentence boundaries and pauses in the sift-F(4 of Mother 7 to an older
(hill. sentence identification study segment minaret 9.

Seri/ riser
Code S)tt.t.ch
-r? same old gramma'. right in there /0.3(ii
Child: sane old gramma

yeah
that's that gramma like for yonr farm set /1.08/ ##

(:hild: vrall ha
she's trot fuy.- hair .0.88/
she's got a tints /1) 80/ It It
yip

4- that'. %%hat vim call a bun /0.5-12/ ##
honChild:
she's izot fuinny ear. btu 10.4.1/ #
I WM1(111* why that huh.% tip there /1.76/ ##

Child: «ho's that for
1 don't know ##
she CIMICI pit it on the end of her pencil /1.1-1/ It #
sorts funny /0:38/
he cats putt this ittside or on top see

Sing right /0 Pi.' x :t
4- I bet we could get four cars in there /P/ tt It

Child: four
butut
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+ 1 don't know what this hole in how is for /0.62/ ##
Child: what are these holes for
Int well

those holes are to hold the wheels of the Cats
lot but

I don't know what that other hole is for /03fi/ ##
we're gonna wait for that /1'/ ##

4- we're gonna tell it in a minute ##
oh oh

Sing yeah
Child: tell it now

we're gonna wait for a minute /2.58/ ##

Identification of sentence boundaries and pauses in the speech of Mother 7 to a younger
child: sentence identification study segment number 12.

Sentence
Code Speech
+? son gonna go to sleep /1.54/ ##
Sing bum?
+ are you tired /2.16/ ##
+ is the dolly warm /0.50/ ##
Chif,1: on tin
Sing un Inin /1.66/
+? nice dolly /0.76/ ##
+ did, you finish your doughnut /LW ##
Sing hun? /2.42/
+ did you finish your doughnut , 1.72/ ##

Child: tin tin
Sing no / 1.911/ # 4.4

+ didn't you finish your doughnut /0.40/ ##
.,ere you playing with some toys /0.66/ ##

+? go on non MO /0.72/ ##
+ you talk funny
+ you don't make any sense at all /0.80/ # #

? anna see what's in the parse /0.90/ # #
Sing listen /1.84/ :#
4-? you wanna look in there
Int and
+ see what's in there /1.32/ ##
Sing :tit /0.96/
Sing look at /3.70/ ##
- what's in there /0.36/ ##
+ what is this /1.80/ #4.
+? ss anna put her back /2.42/ ##
t- dose the parse /2.06/ ##

Id, wale:Mon of sentence boundaries and pauses in the speech of Mother 8 to an adult:
sentence identification studs, segment number 1.

Sentence
Code Speech
Br me t() teach him is really ( B )

+ she's pregnant /0.30/ ##
+ ordinarily I guess she does /0.18/ more with the babies
Int but
+ she was in there this morning
Int hut ah /1.98/
+ ac lime to have one mother for each child under three /0.32/ ##
Adult: oh it's kind ah it's a class
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Sing yeah
then, there.% , 11! three ot u. P all all ( II) friends who did it
yeaheah

Int
he's the tads liith one
the others are two and a halt

Int and
one of thew\ '0.2(3 mother isn't here
this is the first lesson

Int and
she's not here

Int but
Br I don't a 13

I expect that's gonna be disastrous
the other one just like Jamie would have last year shrieked ./P/ ##
oh

Int but
he thought it was great

Int
the only experience he's had has been with Mr. Creen and the yacht club this
summer 11.06,1 41;
%% henInt

+? iamir was minium. to be baying a lesson only was having a temper tantnm
P

Larry got more lessons this summer /P/
Adult; on bruit... time
Int well i to the Auld )

it needed buttoning ( to the child) A.72/ #2*
Sing oh ( to the child 1 /1.-18/
Adult; poor fellow

now the girls in the swimming pool come and admire Larry
he associates swimming with heaven /0.30/

Identification of sentence boundaries and pauses in the speeds of Mother 8 to an older
child: sentence identification study segment number 3.

Sentence
Code Speeds
Sing seah

y on really know how to do it don'tcha /3.22/ ##
Child: 1 can put these sucks on. can't I

can sun tell ow how many toes she has /1.40/
one tlVt) I Ca-

+ you're too bo,v /2.92/ I; r,
caul t Visit unbutton those #

Child: no
sure sou can (3

1.how I can't
there go

there's one
try to do this

+? there's two /1.94/
Child: hey that's this

%canna see
this is just :ike like the litt!. drummer boy

Br we base to wait 'till we c B)
lit 'till Mrs. t B)

is that
Child: yeah look at
Sing uk
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+? you can tell me about him when we get (B) when she's ready /2.00/ for us to
do that 7.10, #1::

Child: oh mamma they're hard to get off
Sing here
+ lets see
+ let's not rip her /1.32! ##
Hr we had better t B )
Int mo :1.78/
Sing there /1.60/

Identification of sentence boundaries and pauses in the speech of WO- er 8 to a younger
child: sentence identification study segment lumber 11.

Sentence
Code Speech
+ I thought maybe' you'd think she was pretty nifty /1.22/ # #
Sing oh
+ s on need the hib /0.44/ and the bonnet /8.44/ ##
Sing idc ;5.42/ ##
Sing here /0.(ii'
+? its just like mom puts it on you /0.88/ It #
+ von just go like that /2.12/ =4
Sing ok /0.68,/
+ take it in each hand here /1.74/ ##
+? one end in each hand
Int and
+ then you go around her neck /0.76/ ##
Sing ok /1.46! 4:t #
+ if you press hard enough is it going to stay on /0.96/ ##
Sing yeah /0.16/ ::::
+ son think so bun /0.92/ ##
Sing ok /2.62/ t#
+ now we tie a how /6/ ##

t °accurate value could not be determined because the mother whispered)

Identification of sentence boundaries and pauses in the speech of Mother 10 to an adult:
sentence identification study segment number 7.

Sentence
Code Speech
+ she likes school real well
Sing un hn
Int so
+ I'm sure that ah I) /0.95/ right now she's sorta anticipating the time when

all the kids will be' playing /0.32/ around outside
Int but
Sing no
+ she loves N ch MI as far as ah II) "0.58/ that's concerned /1.02/ ##

Adult: it seems to me that I remember m kids getting kind of impatient with not
being able to read vet

Br although they do more B) ah I I ) /0.26/
Br at least 1B /
4. ? of course that's .ears ago since I was in kindergarten #:
Adult: well t's quite a while since my kids were too
Int but
+ I think she does what they call number papers
Int and
+ we never had anything like that
Br it's just t B )
Int vou know
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+ like they might have shapes and objects
Int and
+ they're to /0.52/ count how many shapes there are /0.40/
Int or
+ if there aren't enough of these /0.32/ particular shapes to correspond with the

number that they have /0.94/ on the paper they're to add to them /0.32/
Int so
+ it's more or less a numbers and reading readiness that they're doing now
Br I never encountered anything like that in a (0) /0.82/

Identification of sentence boundaries and pauses in the speech of Mother 10 to an older
chiid: sentence identification study segment number 4.

Sentence
Code Speech
+ we'll just have to pretend I think /0.82/ ##

Child: or we. could have the same lady
Sing sure
+ you could do that too /0.48/ ##
Child: ok we'll do that

or maybe we could just pretend
Sing yeah
+ this dolly even has a bib
+ isn't that nice /P/ ##
Child: ok rummy
+ isn't that a pretty dress she has on ##
Child: um but is it just a decorate or can you play with it
+? with the dress # #
Child: no can you play with the doll
Sing oh
+ sure you can /0.78/ ##
Child: do von wanna
Sing alright /0.31/ ##
Child: we'll do something different everytime and the next time we'll play with this

and she'll he the driver
Sing um hm
Child: I'll put this on the inside

should I put it on the in or out
+? which ever place you'd like ##
Child: I'll put it on the inside
Sing hm
+ she even has nice booties /P/ ##
+ I'll bet at one time /P/ these booties belonged to a real baby /1.38/ ##
Child: lin hum ( intelligible.)
+ the booties are the size of some that you and Jeffrey had when you were little

./111 ##
Child: like a that's right
Int 'cause
+ she's about the size of a real baby isn't she /0.76/ * #

Identification of sentence boundaries and pauses in the speech of Mother 10 to a younger
child: sentence identification study segment number 6.

Sentence
Code Speech
Sing wads. /0.96/ *#
+ you make the truck go
Int and
+ Ill make the car go /0.96/ ##
Sing zroom /1.721
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Sing oh
+ what happened to it /0.80/ *JP
+ where's the rest of the tniek P.96/ At*
Sing hoh /0.60/
+ %%here's the rest of the truck /1.78 *#
+ there it is /1.76,. ##
+ did it come apart /0.64/ **
- e.. let's see if we can fix it /1.08/ ;it*
Sing there
+ we fixed it /3.12/ *SO
Sing oh
+ now are soil gonna take it apart /4.44/ 410#
Sing well good
+ now van you put it back together again /1.51/ **
± can Jeffrey fix it /1.34/ ##
Sing on lion
+ see if yon can fix it /7.66/ *#
Sing almost /0.86/
+ see this little hole #
+ see that hole /0.84/ *#
+ you haveta put that right on there /2.08/ ##
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Appendix 3

SENTENCES USED BY MOTHERS IN PLAY
WITH THEIR YOUNGER CHILDREN

SENTENCES BEGINNING WITH A VERB

Mother I
ook at.
ook
ook inside.
oak in here.
oak in here.
oak in the purse.
ook in the purse and see what's in the purse.
(ink and see what's in the purse.
oak and see what's in here.

see the truck?
see?

go ( blows) .

go ( blows).
go ( blows).
go like this.

put that end in your mouth.
don't put the doll in your mouth.

be careful.
be careful.
be careful.

make it go together?
give me your foot.
take that one.
remember that truck from last time?

get up.

come on.
come here.

Mother 2
look at.
lock at the wheels.
now look at the purse, ok?

look what mommy's got in her hand here.

see?
see it?
set the baby over there?
see what's inside?
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put the pipe in the purse like this.
don't put the pipe in your mouth though, ok?

push it.

Unlit! On flow.

Mother 3
look what's in there.
love her.
see?

put the little doll down.
pot the doll right down on the table.
put the little doll on the table.

open?
open.
open.

give her a love.

give me a kiss before you go.
give me a kiss.
give me a kiss before you go.
give me a kiss before you go,
give me a kiss before you go.

say little doll
now pick the doll up.
now use your hand.
come back here.

don't go too far.
don't hit her, love her.
don't use your teeth.

Mother 4
look at this purse.

give her a ride up there.

Mother 5
see?
see?
see?
see her hair?

open,
open,
open it up and let's see it.

close it up.

listen.
listen.

let her in.

push.
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push hard.
watch sour fingers.
watch this.
sipieeie that together.
taki the lads walk.

peek.
peek.
peek

say beep.

Mother 6
iuk ut
uik a t.
ook at.
ook at.
(ink at.
ouk what's in there.

S?
WV?
!.re.
Stt how that fits together?

close it?
close it.

Afotfwr 7
look at.
look at.

WI' that hole?
we this part right here?
MI' her ves are closed?
see that little thing's gotta fit in there like that.

pia the doll On the chair.
pot the dully on the chair.
put the tar inside here.

ni dolly.
tell her good night.
try and get it out.

*11111' 1.
l.t 1111C

sit her up so her Cyt'S are open.

listen.
lose the purse.

posb the truck.

Mother
take It in cad' hand here. one end in each kind.

the string.
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Mother 9
look, John.
look at here.
look at here.
look at the truck.
liu:k at flu. blue car?
Ii)ok at the gramma.
look at. John.
look and see if gramma', in the purse?
look what 1 hale, John.

see the gramma.
see the car?

make the truck go ch000 ch000.
make the truck go emir.
make the truck go miaow.
make the car go.
make the car go inside the truck.
make the car go.
get the ear out of the truck.

take her for a ride there.
take her for at ride.
take the truck apart, John.
take it apart.

and pot the car ur here.
put the car on top of the truck.
say John, put the car inside of the truck.
put it inside the truck.
put it in.
put your truck hack together.
put it together, mama.
put it right in in the hack.
put the gramma into the truck.
put it hack.
put the gramma in the truck.
wait.
put it together.
put her in the truck.

Mother 10
look at.
look at the dolly's eyes.
look at the little dolly.
look at the pretty dolly.

see,
see the dolly's pretty hair?
see her pretty hair?
see that hole?
see this little hole?
see the doily?
see her eyes?
s14' the dolly's eyes?
see if you can 8,. it.
see she went night night?
put the dolly in the purse too?
sure, the cilr a ride.
watch the dolly's eyes.
rust watch.
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DECLARATIVE SENTENCES

Mother 1
there's a car in there.
that won't work.
that's the right end.
you still have cereal on your mouth.
it's like tummy's purse.
something's hiding.
something's hiding.

here, let me see it for a minute.

Mother 2
there's a pipe in there.
there's a baby's pipe.
there we go.

that's a ar.
that's a trailer.
that's the baby's pipe.
that's a baby's pipe.

here it comes.
here it conies again.
here it comes.
here it comes.

let's see.

let's see this truck once.
its gonna go around that truck.
yott're silly.

Ill show you.

but I don't want you to put it in your mouth.
but honey I don't want you to put it in your mouth.
honey. mommy doesn't want you to put that in your mouth though.

Mother 3
that's a truck.
that's the way.
that's nice.
that's nice.

let's see.

that won't fit.
that truck's just like Eve's truck, huh?
this car would fit.
this would fit.
this goes on right there.

its too big.
its all right.

Becky's ok.
sure Becky's ok.

they'll take care of her.
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Eve's with her.
Eve's taking care of her.

there you go.

you open it.

Mother 4
it was all right.
it's all right.
it's tied.

she likes it.
she sits up real good.
she can't get up.
she won't fit.
she could lay down.

you can put her up here.
you could put the lady in there.
you could put her in there too.

that's the way its suppose to be.
that's one hat, right there.

her arm can move.
but I don't think the baby tied it.

let's peek.

are you ever lucky.
are you ever lucky.

Mother 5
there is something in there.
it's grarnmy.

that's a lady.
that's hard.
that's it.

my fingers are too big.
you want me to open it.
now there are two.

Mother 6
that's her bib.
that's like a van, Jay.
that's like daddy's car.

she's all dressed to go outside.
she's still in there.

you put the shoes on too.
you have to be careful.
you did it, Jay.
you want that to go in there.

this goes on here.
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let's see if he's still in them

isn't that cute.
isn't she cute.

Mother 7
.011 posh the trial,.
von push the truck.
you can put this car on top Of here too and give it a ride.
von talk funny.
you don't maice sense at all.
there vou have it.
von .

re such a messy thing.
here's a big truck.

now the car's inside.
the car's going for a ride.
she's going to sleep.

et her sit up.
et's rods the dolly, rock.
et's lay the dolly down.
et's fix the dolly's legs.
ors fis her legs.
et's sit down with the dolly.

we aren't going anyplace.
Kristen, we're not gonna go anyplace.
s.e're not gonna go anyplace right now.
we're gonna stay here for just a minute' and then we're gonna go.

the truck fell over.
this is falling off Clough.
this part's gotta go in that hole.
it's a Tonka truck.
its fixed.

Mother
Pon just go like that.
coo have to untie the how.
von take it this way.
von pull these.
and then you just go around her neck.
now we tie a how.
I see.
I guess maybe she's a wetting doll.
0%; just like mom puts it on you.
that's right.
that's right.
that's right.
that's good,
that's perfect.
that's the front of your truck.
that hooks on.

I thought maybe you'd think she was pretty nifty.

Mother 9
you like the truck.
von put it in.
yeah, you put it in.
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yes, .oti put it in.
now you find it.
yeoh, yon find it.
yoo find it.
now put it together.
inn %%alma put it together.
now you can put the gramma in there too.
and volt can sit on the chair.
she's going for a ride.
she says hi to von.
she says hi to you,
she says hi.

there it goes.
there it goes.
there it goes.
there you go.
there you go.
there von ;,,o.
there you go.
there you go.
there von go.
there goes a car.
there it is.
there's the truck.

here's a car.

that's right.
that's right.
that's right.
that's not how the truck goes.

I'm gonna take this assay and put it over here.
I'm gonna look and see what's in the purse.

I'll show you how.
help you. John.

I'll help you, honey.

it came apart.
if you want that that's fine.
if you want that that's fine.

the car's in the pr...
the car fell out, John.

up it goes.

let's wipe this tear.
leev wipe it.

Mother /()
you make the truck go and I'll make the car go.
and you turn it up.
now you're gonna take it apart.
you want it on the floor.
you have to put that right on there.

that's the dolly's nose.
that's Jeffrey's nose.
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that's her mouth.
well that's too big.
that's tot) big.
that's all.
I think that's too big too.
that won't fit.

its to big.
it's all ready to go.
it's too big.
it's too big.
it wo t't fit in the purse.
it won't fit in the purse.
I think its too big, Jeffrq.

here's the dolly's nose.
here's a purse.
here's a purse.
there's the car.

I see something,
keep the yellow truck.

she went night night.
see, she went night night.

there it is.
there we fixed it.
there it went.
let's see if we can fix it.

he's gonna turn the corner.
away it goes.

QUESTIONS

Mother 1
is that a pipe?
is that a pipe?
is that a baby?
is your other shoe coming off?

what's that?
what's that?

did your shoe comes off?
did your shoe conies off?

see the truck?
see?
make it go together?
remember that truck from last time?

were you being a cry baby?
were you crying?

should we put your shoes on?
should we put them hack on?
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where's your shoe?
where's the other One?
%%Ann put Your shoes on?
wanna sit on my lap and well put your shoes on?

Mother 2
is that a car?
is that a pipe?
is there a pipe in there?
is that red?

up?

oh, isn't that cute?
oh, isn't that cute?

!WV.

MP it?
we the baby over there?
see what's inside?

does daddy smoke a pipe?
dues daddy smoke a pipe?

can you push it?
can yint shut it?
can you say purse?
can ou say purse.?

should we put the pipe hack in?
should we open it?
can't you think of anything else?
want me to shut it?

sometimes, doesn't he?
how about that?
that a squeaky one?
how about looking at this truck?
that's a squeaks one, isn't it?
there's a pipe in there. isn't there?
we'll play with the pipe a little hit later, ok?
now hook at the purse ok?
don't put the pipe in yaur mouth though, ok?

Mother .3
do sou want it open?
do %on want to get down and walk around for a minute?

should we open it?

what do you want?
what dud snit hit the dolly fur?
%that is its
what is that?
what's in there?
what's in there?
what is it?
where you going?
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'

comes apart?
open?
see?

who'?. that?
who's crying?

ho', crying?
who's crying?

you gonna go bye bye?
so you're not quite as dumb as you act, huh?
well, no kisses for your mama?
no kisses for your mama?

Mother 4
is it a pretty dress?
is it pennies?
isn't this cute?

are you happy now you found me'?
are yon gonna put it in your bank when you get home?
or are you gonna give it back to the lady?

do you know wl'at's in there?
do you think it's cute?
did you cry?
does she want it back?

what's this?
but what's this?
what is it?
whet is it?
what's here?
what do you think is in there?

where'd you get the money, huh?
where'd you get that money?

who gave it to you?

should we wipe your nose?
wanna look at these toys?
wanna set' this?
wanna see that baby?
want that car?
you want her to sit down there, huh?

don't you have a kleenex?

she cute?
she' got pretty eves?
you gonna hug ier?
pretty shoes?

it's all right anyway. isn't it?

the lady gave you money?

Mother 5
is there something in the purse?
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is there something in there?
is that a lady?

can you say fingers?
can you say purse?
( all :011 -ay L:1011111%
Can you say gramm:.?
ear.
purse. 2

does she has e any eves?

you want me to Open it?

where's her nose?

what is that?

what's this?

this a car?

want her over here?

See.
see.
see?
see her hair?

Mother 6
isn't she cute.?

is your truck going user to Minneapolis?
is that fun?

do !ion want it off?
do you want me to shut it?
where von going with your truck?
where did it go?
what is it?
now you want me to dose it?

close it?
see?
se e?
truck?
we?
see?
we how it fits together?

Mother 7
is the car .:tnek?
is the dolly ni ni?
is the dolly warm?
is that a little car?

141 that Itoit?
see this part right here?
see, her eyes are closed?
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are you gonna go to sleep?
are von tired?
are her toes here?

can you get the car out?
can you do that?
can you find her toes?

did You finish your doughnut?
did von finish your doughnut?
didn't you finish your doughnut?

what?
what's in there?
what is this?

where's the dolly's toes?
where's the dolly's toes?
where are her toes?
honey?
were you playing %vith some toys?
want me to fix it?
wanna take her booties off?
you w anna put her on the chair?
you waina get down?
wanna put her back?
wanna see what's in the purse?
you wanna look in there and see what's in there?

you just don't wanna set, do you?
you have to do it Yourself, don'tcha?
comes apart, doesn't it?

no?
you can fix it?

Mother 8
you need the bib and the bonnet?
you think so, huh?
what do you say?
who don'tcha try the other end first?
if you press hard e nough is it going to stay on?
want her hat on too?

pretty?

Mother 9
is gramma in there?
is it falling apart again?

do you wanna take the truck apart?
you wanna put it together?
wanna put it back?
want me to help you?
do you want me to put it back together?

do you need some help?
do You like that truck?
do you like her?
you like the truck?
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see the car?
look and see if gramma's in the purse?

did it come apart?
did the car fall out?

can you put the car inside of the truck?
can you put it back together?
can you find the car?
can you push it up?
shall I find the car, John?

you gonna put it back together again?

John?

where's the car?
where's the car?
where's the car, John?
what?
what?
what?
what?
what happened?
what happened?
what happened to the car, John?
now what are you gonna do with that car?
what's in here'
what's in here?
what's in there?
what's in the purse?
wanna put it back?

Mother 10
is there anything in there?
isn't that nice?
are you gonna love the dolly?
ready?
did you see the doll?
did it come apart?
did it fall on the floor?
do you want the blue car?

it's a nice little dolly?

now can you put it back together again?
can Jeffrey fix it?

should we put the car in there?
shall we take everything out now?

what happened to it?
where's the nose?
where's the nose?
where's the dolly's nose?
where's the rest of the truck?
where's the rest of the truck?
where's the car?

'spose there's something in the purse?
the dolly too?
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this one?
the blue car?

put the dolly in the purse too?
see?
see the dolly's pretty hair?
see that hole?
see this little hole?
see the dolly?
see her eyes?
see the dolly's eyes?
see she went night night?
you've got lots of things in your purse, haven't you?

SINGLE WORDS USED AS SENTENCES1

Mother 1 Mother 5
shoes. good.
truck. see?
baby. see?
purse. peek.
here. peek.
here peek.
go. listen.
go. listen.
go. lady.
see? purse?

purse.
Mother 2 fingers.
here. car?
here. pretty.
pipe. open.
pipe. open.
pipe. push.

Pi Pe. Mother 8see?
there. hi.

Michael. see?

purse. see?
u see?ee?

there.

Mother 3 here.

there. Mother 7open?
honey?open.
here.open.
here.
nice.

Mother 4 what?
hi. Crisy.
hi. listen.
there. rock.
cute.
one. Mother 8
two. here.
hat. here.
good. there.

'Signs of affirmation and negation are excluded.
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pretty. there.
stunning. there
pretty? whc.?

what?
Mother 9 what?
look. what?
wait.
up. Mother 10
John? ready?
John. almost.
here. there.
here. there.
here. see?
here. good.
there.

INCOMPLETE SENTENCES

Mother 1
only time in your life you can look in a purse and enjoy it.
that one you have to be careful too.
still l ave cereal on your mouth.
wanna put your shoes on?
wanna sit on my lap and we'll put your shoes on?
better not.
make it go together?
thank yon.

Mother 2
can't open it.
up the leg.
up the leg.
how about that?
how about looking at this truck?
that a squeaky one?
want me to shut it?
wanna look at the pipe a little bit later?
sometimes, doesn't he?
a pipe.

Mother 3
have to open first.
well, no kisses for your momma?
no kisses for your momma?
you silly.
you silly.
a little 0.:,11.
little &A
comes apart?
yeah, comes apart.
where you going?
you gonna go bye bye?

Mother 4
she cute?
she got pretty eyes?
don't have a Kleenex?
want that car?
you gonna hug her?
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wanna look at the toys?
wanna see tots?
wanna see that baby?
how nice.

like that.
two pennies.
up on this part.
yeah, two shoes on.
pretty shoes on.
pretty shoes?

a baby.

Mother 5
this a car?
want her over here?
two trucks.
nothing in there.
comes apart.
if I can do it.

a doll.
a door.

Mother 6
all gone.
what a boy.
where pig going with your trmik?
m.ant that to go in there.
you want me to shut it?
now you want me to close it?

Mother 7
wanna ilee what's in the purse?
w..nna put hei back?
you wanna. look in there and see what's in there?
ycu wanna put her on the chair?
you wanna get downy
wanna take her booties off?
want me to fix it?
thank you.
conies apart, doesn't it?
cam.' apart.
gotta go right in like that there.
nice dolly.
like that.

Mother 8
want her hat on too?
just like you put it on yourself.
simply smashing.
that end.

Mother 9
wanna put it back?
you gonna take her for a ride.
you gonna put it back together?
you want me to help you.
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if that'll make you happy.
what a good boy.
very good.
very good,
you like the truck?
very good boy.
please, momma.

ell here.

Mother 10
'spose there's something in the purse?
well good.
too big.
pretty close though.
just the dolly.
too big.
this one?
the blue car?
nothing else.
the dolls too?
put the dolly in the purse too?
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Appendix 4

REPETITIONS AND SEQUENTIAL
SENTENCES USED BY MOTHERS IN

CONVERSATION WITH THEIR
YOUNGER CHILDREN

Mother 1
where's your shoe?
did your shoe mine off?
is your other shoe coming oh?
( four sentences later)
shoes.
did your shot we off?

were you being a cry baby?
were you crying?

should we put your shoes on?
wanna put your shoes ohe
wanna sit on my lap and we'll put your shoes on?

look in the purse and we what's in the purse.
look and see what's in the purse.

look in here.
look and see what's in here.

still have cereal on your mouth.
you still have cereal on your mouth.

something's hiding.
something's hiding.

toot toot
toot toot.

what's that?
what's that?

look inside.
1,iok inside.

he careful.
be careful.

Mother 2
that's a squeaky one, isn't it?
that a squeaky one?

that's the. baby's pipe.
see Ow byba over there?
there's U." aby's pipe.
that's the baby's pipe.
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push it.
can you push it?

here it comes.
up the leg.
tip the leg.
hew it comes again.
here it comes.

that's a car.
is that a car?

there a pipe.
is that a pipe?

want me to shut it?
can you shut it?

pipe.
pipe.
pipe.
purse.
can you si,.y purse?
hin?
can you say purse?

does daddy smoke a pipe?
hin?
does daddy smoke a pipe?

Mother 3
love her.
give her a love.

do you want q open?
should we open it?

a little doll, right.
little doll.
say little doll.

()pen?
in open.

you open it.

put the little (loll doss (1.
put the doll right down on the taLle.
put the little doll on the tah:e.

give rue a kiss before you go.
give me a kiss.

what is that'
what is it?

who's that?
who's crying?

Becky's ok.
l'u) sure Becky's ok.
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they'll take care of her.
Eve's with her.
Eve's taking care of Becky.

that won't fit.
it's too big.
this car would fit.
this would fit.

you silly.
you silly.

that's nice.
that's nice.

a little doll.
right.
a little doll.

comes apart?
yeah.
comes

who's crying?
Ito s crying?

num?
hum?
who's crying?

open.
open.

well, no kisses for your mama?
no kisses for your mama?

Mother 4
what do you think is in there?
do you know what's in there?

cute.
isn't this cute?
do you think that's cute?

are yo gonna put it in your back when we get home?
or are you gonna give it back to the lady?

what is it?
is it pennies?

you can put her up here.
give her a ride up there.

you could put the lady in there.
you could pt her in Uwe too.

what's this?
%%int's thisP

where's' you get the money. huh?
where's' you get that money?
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what's this?
what's this?
( child) head hair.
un hun.
but what is this?

Mother 5
is there something
is there something
open it up and let'
nothing in there.
there is something

what is that?
it's grammy.
is that a lady?

that's hard.
push.
push hard.

in the p.nle?
in there?
s see.

in there.

see?
comes apart.
now there are two.
two trucks.

open.
open.

can you say grammy?
can you say grammy?

peek.
peek.
peek.

listen.

Mother 6
isn't that cute.
oh isn't she cute.

that's like a van, Jay.
that's like daddy's car.

you want me to shut it?
close it?
now you want me to close it?

look at.
look at.
look at.

SET.

see.

Mother 7
did you finish your doughnut?
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did you finish your doughnut?
(child) un on,
no?
didn't you finish your doughnut?

see what's in the purse?
listen?
you wanna look in there and see what's in there?
oh, look at.
what's in there?
what is this?

we aren't going any place.
Kristen, we're not gonna go any place.
we're not gonna go anyplace right now.

say ni ni dolly.
tell her goodnight.

let's fix the dolly's legs,
wanna take her booties off?
you're such a messy thing.
here.
let's fix her legs.

where's the dolly's toes?
hint, where's the dolly's toes?
where are her toes?
can you find her toes?

sit her up so her eyes are open.
let her sit up.

you push the truck.
here, you push the truck.

put the dilly on the chair.
put the dolly on the chair.

rock.
let's rock the dolly, rock.

Mother
you pull these.
pull the string.

Mother 9
and look what I have John.
look at here.
look at the truck.

do 'am wanna take the truck apart?
take the truck apart, John.
take it apart.

do you want me to put it back together?
put it together, mania.

hery s the car?
the car's in ti.2
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say John, put the car inside of the truck.
can you put the ear inside of the truck?
here.
put it inside the truck.
I'll show you how.
make the car go inside of the truck.

wanna put it back?
put it back.

you like the truck?
oh sure.
You like the truck.

mils- the car go.
hex.
make the car go.

nt... you find it.
y th you find it.
you find it.

very good.
very good.

you put it in.
yes.
you put it in.

what happened?
the car fell out, John?
what happened?
did the car fall out?

here's the car.
see the car?
look at the blue car.

oh let's wipe this tear.
let J Wipe it, ok.

I'm gonna look and see what's in this purse.
what's in the nurse?
what's in there?
is gramma in there?
look and we if a grannea's in the purse.

you put it together.
yin. %%alma put it together?
oh vs there it goes.
put it together.

look at the gramma.
we the gramma.
put the gramma into the truck.
ok.
put the gramma in the truck.
put her in the truck.

she's going for a ride.
you gonna take her for a ride?
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here.
take her for a ride.
take her for a ride there.

I'll help you, John.
I'll help you, honey.

if you want that that's fine.
if you want that that's fine.

what?
what?

she says hi to you.
she says hi to you.

M other 10
you make the truck go.
and make the car go.

where's the rest of the truck?
huh?
where's the rest of the truck?
where is it?

let's see if we can fix it.
there we fixed it.

can Jeffrey fix it?
un huh.
see if you can fix it.

see this little hole?
see that hole?

this one?
the blue car?
do you want the blue car?

look at the little dolly.
isn't that nice?
it's a nice little dolly.

should we put the car in there?
there.
there.
the dolly too?
put the dolly in the purse too?

that won't fit.
that's too big.
it won't fit in the purse.
its too big.
too big.
I think that's too big too.

see?
too big.
it's too big.
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whei,'s the car?
there J the car.

did vine see the doll?
look at the pretty dully.
see the doll..?
watch the dolly's eves,
look at '.he dolly's eye's.
she went night night.
see her eves?
see the dUlly's eyes?

see her pretty hair?
see the dolly's pretty hair?

when, s the dolly's nose?
where's her nose?
that's her mouth.
where's her nose?

where's her nose?
that's Jeffrey's nose.
here's the dolls's nose.
that's the dolly's nose.

here's a purse.
here's a purse.

there.
there.

its too big.
its too big.
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